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2067

Kodi Smit-McPhee (Ethan Whyte)
Lead Actor:

Deborah Mailman (Regina Jackson)
Lead Actress:

Ryan Kwanten (Jude Mathers)
Aaron Glenane (Richard Whyte)
Finn Little (Young Ethan Whyte)
Damian Walshe-Howling (Billy Mitchell)

Sana’a Shaik (Xanthe Whyte)
Leeanna Walsman (Selene Whyte)

Supporting Actress:

Seth Larney
Director:

Seth Larney
Screenwriter:

Primary Demographic - Men 
18-35, science fiction lovers; 
Secondary Demographic - 
Women 18-35, date night

Target Demographic:

In the year 2067, Earth is on the verge of collapse. The modern world operates on technologies to make living more 
convenient than any other time in history. The cost of this convenience has been a dramatic reduction in available 
oxygen, as all of the world’s forests have been eradicated. This is a world without trees. Food is synthesized in 
industrial plants and synthetic oxygen is delivered via oxygen masks. Human’s sprawling metropolis is smothering 
the Earth. After years of doing too little to reverse climate change, humans are paying a terrible price. In this grey, 
dying world, the synthetic oxygen people breathe through masks has begun to make them sick. With no cure in 

I grew up in the forest in Australia. My days were filled with exploring rivers and trees and caves - it was the only 
life I knew as a child. With everything that is happening around us in the world today, the environmental crisis, our 
deforestation of the planet for greed in the face of catastrophic climate change - the fear that future generations 
may not have the same privilege, terrifies me.

I also grew up a huge fan of the classic sci-fi movies of the 70’s and 80’s. These character-driven epic adventures 
showed me that there is more out there in the universe than what I could see with just my own eyes. Stories that 
suggested we are part of something bigger than ourselves, that we are all connected, that the great human journey 
is worth sharing together.

For me filmmaking is an opportunity to have a conversation about something important - in this case our faith in 
our own humanity; our ability to affect change as individuals in the face of genuine fear; and how we learn to forgive 
those who came before us, and who’ve left destruction in their path.

How much control do we have over our lives and our futures? In the face of what is portrayed in the media, people 
can feel powerless. Do we accept what we hear in the news and or do we fight to restore our belief in the life we’ve 
built on Earth and our ability to have a positive impact on the world around us?

I wanted to make a movie that suggests that these questions about the human experience are important, and wrap 
them up in a fun, epic, sci-fi adventure, like the ones that moved me so much as a kid. The kinds of genre films that 
infused entertainment with big questions - ones that we take our own personal meaning from.

2067 is about the idea that even though we may not have proof that our small, selfless acts affect change in the 
world, that if we truly believe in ourselves and in the people around us, if we believe that it is never too late, then we 
can do anything.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

107 minutes
Approx. Duration:

M
Rating:

Lisa Shaunessy
Jason Taylor
Kate Croser
Bec Janek

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENT

AVAILABLE ON

Arcadia | Futurism Studios | Freedom Films | KOJO / Umbrella 
Distribution

Supporting Actor:

sight, the only place humanity can look for help is to the future – in the hope that people are still alive and can tell 
them how to save the planet. Chronicorp, the world’s leading supplier of oxygen, has spearheaded that project. 
Designed by Dr Richard Whyte, Chronicorp have built a quantum machine to dispatch messages to the future in 
search for signs of life. One day, they receive a message from 400 years in the future: “Send Ethan Whyte.” Ethan 
is Richard’s son and a utility worker at Chronicorp; preferring to remain as far as possible from the scientific world 
of his late father. Besides, his sole focus now is to support his wife Xanthe, whose health is rapidly declining from 
the oxygen sickness. But the future asked for him, and people are alive there. Ethan is defiant – why him? With 
encouragement from Jude, his surrogate big brother, and promises from Chronicorp that they will help Xanthe, Ethan 
barrels into the future as humanity’s last hope. He arrives into a new world... completely alone. Ethan was led to 
believe that the future would give him answers, but there are only more questions: if he’s the only one here, who sent 
the message? In order to find a solution, Ethan must dig into his mysterious past and uncover the truth about his 
mother’s murder, the father who abandoned him, the company he works for, and the truth behind his friendship with 
Jude. As he draws closer to the truth and uncovers an unthinkable conspiracy, he is faced with the ultimate question 
- is there a way to save humanity and the woman he loves?

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/2067/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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ASCENDANT

N/A
Lead Actor:

Charlotte Best (Aria Wolf)
Lead Actress:

Jonny Pasvolsky (Richard Wolf)
Alex Menglet (Yaroslav)

Tahlia Sturzaker (Young Aria)
Supporting Actress:

Antaine Furlong
Director:

Antaine Furlong
Kieron Holland

Screenwriter:

This film is targeted towards 
Scif-thriller audiences with an 
age starting from 13+

Target Demographic:

A young woman wakes, trapped, kidnapped in an elevator of a super high rise building at the mercy of her 
tormentors. This stylistic thriller, set in Shanghai, explores a young woman’s instinct to survive in a situation out of 
her control. Trapped, without any form of escape, and cocooned in the belly of the beast, Aria is forced to adapt her 
thinking, her beliefs and her endurance. This is the first of the journeys that assault her mind and her senses, pinning 
her down in anguish only to emerge connected to abilities that define who she truly is.

The story of ASCENDANT is all about two parallel times, one is about the choices we make in life with little to no 
knowledge how those choices will impact our lives in the future and the other is dealing with those choices if in 
fact they don’t turn out as we wished. A confused young Aria when 8, must make a choice in hope she can save her 
family, alter the future outcome while sacrificing her memory in doing so but when the future she tried to avoid, 
eventuates, Aria, 23, now lives in this reality tyring to figure out who she is and why she made those choices.

I wrote this script 12 years ago, with my then chiropractor Kieron Holland and we went on to win a highly regarded 
award in the US for it and what drew us to the concept and theme was the psychology around someone being 
trapped with little to no memory of their life. But we didn’t want to make the ‘in the box’ thriller/horror here, we 
wanted to experiment and test structure and themes, but also learn something about ourselves as rookie filmmakers 
and the theme of family love, sacrifice and learning that failure is ok and no matter what the outcome never stop 
being who you were born to be and that’s what Aria did, she was afraid to fulfil her calling as it had negative 
consequences that were ultimately inevitable.

To make a highly complex psychological horror thriller sci-fi is always going to be a risky endeavour, because it 
fits outside of the ‘norm’ and is unconventional but that is what ART is all about for me, expression, perspective, 
conflicting emotions and contradictions, finding a voice and yourself in your work and ASCENDANT was as much a 
journey of discovery for me as it was for the character Aria. The confined space of the elevator symbolises a cocoon 
and her journey is the metamorphosis like that of a caterpillar into a butterfly. It is her movement to identification. 
The premise that people must make choices about their life while knowing they are mortal is what existentialism is all 
about, visually I tried to play on that. 

Science Fiction is an art unto itself, and difficult to make here, it was a dream I have longed to fulfil since a teenager. 
We didn’t have any government support; our finances were purely independent so everyone on Team Wolf came 
together to make this a positive collaborative environment. The experience, the dedication and kindness shown to 
me by an extremely high calibre team was the highlight of my journey. I had no experience to draw on, yet they all 
respectfully listened to what I was trying to create, and they gave me 150%. We all had a blast making the film, the 
set vibes were always great, it was important for me to make sure everyone went home feeling good about the day 
as I have seen in my years working in different industry, the impacts of stress on families.

The role for Aria was always going to be an exhausting journey for an actor, no matter what level experience they 
had behind them. Charlotte put her best into this. To maintain an emotional state and still go home every night and 
be able to sleep, get up at 4am and do it again for four weeks on her own, with no other actors to work off, is that of 
champions. How often have we been to theatres and watched an actor perform solo? Charlotte had to achieve this, 
as all the screen scenes with the great Jonny Pasvolsky & Alex Menglet were done before she started on the film. She 
is a rising star in the Australia business, and she deserves every credit for the intensity she brings to the performance. 

We unfortunately hit the new Covid World just as we were setting out to do postproduction, and with over 400+ 
VFX shots to achieve, a large musical score, and large Post Sound Design and Mix and final edit. The fact I am here 
today talking about it again shows the enormous talent we had, the sophistication and collaboration of everyone 
involved, to achieve the completion deadlines but also stay safe, and manage a quality of life. The irony is the film is 
about someone trapped in an environment, something they cannot control and we certainly all related to in post-
production during covid. I am beyond proud of our achievements, the crew, the cast and my co-writer for just doing 
it and living the dream.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

102 minutes
Approx. Duration:

MA 15+
Rating:

Antaine Furlong
Kristy Vernon
James M Vernon
Drew Bailey

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Daydream Films / Umbrella Entertainment

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/ascendant/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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BENEFITED

Ryan Bown (Ray)
Lead Actor:

Clare McCann (Dity)
Lead Actress:

Tim Ross (Mitch)
Critian Borello (Jye)

Shalane Connors (Teagan)
Jenny Wu (Wanda)

Supporting Actress:

Clare McCann
Director:

Clare McCann
Screenwriter:

Males aged 17-35; Women 
aged 16-35

Target Demographic:

Dity has just found out that she is pregnant, but to a past lover. Without a job, car, or safe home of her own, Dity 
must navigate herself through the government benefit system. Will is only 15 years old, but he is learning how to 
break into houses. Ray struggles to overcome his jealousy fuelled violent past in order to become a father to his 
child. Each must fight to just survive somehow. Benefited is an unflinching look at the lower socio economic areas of 
Sydney Australia shinning a spotlight on social stigma and those suffering living below the poverty line.

They say when you start out write where you come from. Benefited was inspired by countless similar events that 
happened in my local community while growing up. At the time of writing Benefited Australian domestic violence 
statistics were over one death per week. There was barely any safe and affordable housing support systems and 
negative conversations in the press around single women and the baby bonus government stimulus package. 

Over 75% of women in the world have experienced abuse in an intimate relationship. A victim’s reason for staying 
with their abusers are extremely complex but with domestic violence statistics on the rise, there has never been a 
more important time for a film like Benefited to shed a warning light on what can happen when a victim does decide 
to stay in an abusive relationship.

Benefited is a snapshot of South and Western Sydney in the mid-2010s that challenges the perceptions of people 
living on the social benefits and housing system. Benefited addresses the need for women and children’s issues 
surrounding safety, stability, self-worth and support living in a modern-day society. Benefited tackles the prevalent 
issues of domestic, drug and alcohol abuse as three lives clash together in this hard-hitting didactic drama.

The didactic elements were designed to assist the audience in being able to reach a clear-minded conclusion of the 
themes addressed throughout. I wanted to challenge people’s societal stigma and while working with a non-linear 
format organised the sequences of events from what is generally an outside perception of abusive relationships or 
single mothers.

I made this film with some great people whom all decided to come together and collaborate on what we feel is such 
an important issue that needs as much awareness as possible. We were an absolute indie film production and made 
this film with a very tight budget and often had to think out of the box. It was a four-year project and our motivator 
all the way through was the victims of abuse and those whom the film could potentially help. 

In the beginning stages of Benefited, I spent a lot of time researching and meeting with people who have been 
abused and tried to draw from my own experiences. I became very familiar with government agency protocol and 
the more I learned the more felt the need to tell this story. 

The entire team behind Benefited was dedicated to creating something iconic from makeup to music composition. 
Stylistically, Benefited highlights the beauty in all things, even the ugly. A love story gone wrong, Benefited paints a 
powerfully dramatic realistic look at the effects of abusive relationships and how hard it is to escape even in the most 
simplest of situations. We hope that Benefited will make a person think twice about their actions and perceptions of 
these important issues. With enough awareness, we can lead to societal change. 

Benefited is an Australian version of Fish Tank or American Honey that takes the temperature of Australian youth 
culture. Benefited was aimed primarily at the 16-35 age group but has also been extra popular with male audiences 
from 40+.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

84 minutes
Approx. Duration:

PG
Rating:

Clare McCann
Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Cherry Productions / Bounty Films

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/benefited/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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BUCKLEY’S CHANCE

Milan Burch (Ridley)
Lead Actor:

Victoria Hill (Gloria)
Lead Actress:

Bill Nighy (Spencer)
Kelton Pell (Jules Churchill)

N/A
Supporting Actress:

Tim Brown
Director:

Tim Brown
Willem Wennekers

Screenwriter:

All sectors. The film is aimed 
at mom and dad, the kids 
and the grandparents. Truely 
something for the whole 
family to see together.

Target Demographic:

One year after the loss of his firefighting father, RIDLEY (12 years-old) and his mother (GLORIA) move to the 
Australian outback to live with Ridley’s estranged Grandfather (SPENCER). The move is a desperate attempt to get 
Ridley back on course since his father died. From the moment Gloria and Ridley arrive, a wild dog (BUCKLEY) takes 
a keen interest in Ridley from afar. Spencer and Ridley leave on a camping trip together to try and get Ridley to 
open up a little but it ends in conflict and Ridley storming off. While in the outback and alone Ridley frees the wild 
Dog (Buckley) from a leg trap and it seems a bond is instantly formed. Soon afterwards Ridley gets lost deep in the 
outback and his objective quickly changes from wanting to be alone to wanting to get home. Thankfully Buckley 
joins in his adventure to get back home! Meanwhile Spencer and Gloria search the outback looking for Ridley all the 
while revealing secrets from their past to help one another heal.

N/A

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

95 minutes
Approx. Duration:

PG
Rating:

Tim Brown
Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Dingo Productions, 2021 BC Holdings Pty Ltd / Transmission 
Films

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/buckleys-chance/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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DISCLOSURE

Mark Leonard Winter (Danny Bowman)
Lead Actor:

Geraldine Hakewill (Bek Chalmers)
Lead Actress:

Tom Wren (Joel Chalmers) Matilda Ridgway (Emily Bowman)
Supporting Actress:

Michael Bentham
Director:

Michael Bentham
Screenwriter:

Primary: parents, 30 years 
plus, skewed towards women. 
Secondary: non-parents, 25 
years plus, skewed towards 
women.

Target Demographic:

When a 4-year-old girl, Natasha, makes a serious allegation against a politician’s 9-year-old son, an attempt by the 
children’s parents to tackle the issue in a cooperative way soon degenerates into a vicious confrontation.

Do we believe the stories that young children tell?

Disclosure’s journey began with an anecdote. A story, if you will.

Five years ago, just before the #MeToo campaign started, a close friend revealed to me that her 4-year-old daughter 
had been sexually abused by a 9-year-old boy. An attempt by my friend and her husband to talk about their 
daughter’s disclosure with the boy’s parents had quickly degenerated into a ferocious argument. The situation 
deteriorated further when the parents of the boy began building alliances to discredit the girl’s story. Within a matter 
of weeks, this escalated into a community witch-hunt against the family of the child that made the original allegation. 
The girl and her parents were left distraught and traumatised and, in the end, the family felt they had no choice but 
to leave the community. As a father I thought the way my friends were treated by individuals and institutions alike 
appalling. As a storyteller I found the notion of a contemporary witch-hunt fascinating, and this became the catalyst 
for my exploring the possibility of making a film about what I discovered was a growing and pressing social issue.

I had assumed the whole affair was an extremely unusual occurrence until I began to read the latest research, which 
revealed the issue of child-on-child abuse to be a large and growing problem, most likely linked to the ease of 
availability of online pornography. The pattern of behaviour that emerged from the research exactly mirrored my 
friends’ experience, namely the prevalence of witch-hunts that force the victims out of their schools and force the 
families of the victims to leave their communities. These witch-hunts are happening in communities across Australia 
and, indeed, across the world. I therefore made Disclosure in the hope it would be a conversation starter. A number 
of critics have pointed out that the central themes are even more relevant now than when I wrote the script, as 
multiple cases of gendered violence (and denial by perpetrators and institutions) emerge from our high schools and 
Parliament.

The aesthetic that frames the film is drawn from the concept of ‘traumascapes’ articulated by Melbourne-based 
cultural historian Maria Tumarkin. The idyllic setting for the film is Victoria’s Dandenong Ranges. At the heart of 
this landscape is the first-world icon of the private swimming pool, sitting just out of reach of the soaring gums 
and tangled native bush of a nearby creek. To evoke the layers of trauma that reverberate through the drama 
of Disclosure, and the landscape in which the story takes place, we have applied a bold grade that overlays an 
oppressive feel, enhanced by a stylized production and costume design, and a mise-en-scène comprising deep-focus 
frames, and long developing shots designed to underpin the build in dramatic tension.

Sound design and music are key to the construction of a narrative that lurches from friendship and cooperation to 
ferocious rage and a spiralling decent into the absurd.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

84 minutes
Approx. Duration:

M
Rating:

Donna Lyon
Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Disclosure Films Pty Ltd / Bonsai Films

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/disclosure/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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ELLIE AND ABBIE (& ELLIE’S 
DEAD AUNT)

Zoe Terakes (Abbie)
Lead Actor:

Sophie Hawkshaw (Ellie)
Lead Actress:

N/A Marta Dusseldorp (Erica)
Rachel House (Patty)
Jullia Billington (Tara)

Supporting Actress:

Monica Zanetti
Director:

Monica Zanetti
Screenwriter:

Broad audience appeal, but with two core 
target demographics 16 – 29 (young adult) 
and 40 - 55 years of age, skewing female 
(further breakdown: queer, lesbian, young 
women, teens, mothers). Fans of coming-
of-age stories and rom-coms that have an 
element of LGBTQIA+ .

Target Demographic:

17-year-old Ellie has a serious crush on her classmate Abbie, and is struggling to find the courage to ask her to the 
Year 12 formal. When Ellie spills the beans to her mum and outs herself in the process, things start to get complicated 
and a little bit spooky, when her deceased aunt Tara, a lesbian activist from the ‘80s, returns from the dead as 
a “Fairy Godmother” to dish out advice whether Ellie wants it or not. Ellie’s attempts at getting to know Abbie 
are going swimmingly as the two grow closer. Ellie though, feels her dead aunt is becoming more and more of a 
hindrance. Meanwhile, Erica, Ellie’s mum, is angry and defensive at Ellie’s admission about falling for a girl, causing an 
ongoing rift between the two. Erica also refuses to discuss her sister Tara’s death many years ago and is frustrated by 
Ellie’s sudden interest. Winner of the Audience Award for Best Narrative Film at Mardi Gras Film Festival 2020, this 
heartfelt and hilarious queer teen rom-com offers a fresh take on the universal ‘first love’ story, whilst paying homage 
to Sydney’s LGBTIQ+ activist history and celebrating the massive inroads to equality made over time.

Ellie & Abbie had it’s first life as a play in 2017. I wrote it out of sheer desperation to see a lesbian, high school rom-
com somewhere in the Australian entertainment landscape. After such an overwhelming response from the play I set 
out to turn it into a feature film. For me, it wasn’t just about making sure that there was a queer “prom film” out there 
for teens, it was also about making an LGBT film I could watch with my mum. I’m so proud that this film was able 
to premier in a year where there was such an excellent array queer cinema and television on offer from all over the 
world. They say 90% of directing is casting and I knew this film would live or die on the chemistry between our two 
leads and Zoe Terakes and Sophie Hawkshaw are just marvellous as our titular characters. Julia Billington also holds 
up the emotional arc of the story with her ability to swap between comedic genius and emotional depth in her role 
as Ellie’s “Dead Aunt”.  I was also lucky to get to work with industry veterans Marta Dusseldorp & Rachel House who 
not only did such beautiful work in their roles, but amplified our small film to the world stage. 

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

82 minutes
Approx. Duration:

MA 15+
Rating:

MahVeen Shahraki
Patrick James

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Brazen Lot formerly Cobbstar Productions / Arcadia

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/ellie-and-abbie-and-ellies-dead-aunt/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

FRIENDS AND STRANGERS

Fergus Wilson (Ray)
Lead Actor:

Emma Diaz (Alice)
Lead Actress:

Greg Zimbulis (David) N/A
Supporting Actress:

James Vaughan
Director:

James Vaughan
Screenwriter:

Friends and Strangers would appeal to a 
18-45 year old audience, seeking auteur 
and specialty cinema. These audiences 
would are driving for social and political 
change within the Australian landscape

Target Demographic:

*Friends and Strangers* is a surreal comedy-drama that explores displacement, disconnection and ennui in 
contemporary Australia through the eyes of two upper-middle class millennials. Boldly framed and delicately layered, 
the film presents severalsketches from life as experienced by Alice and Ray, two nearly-thirty drifters born into 
privilege but seemingly incapable of navigating the featureless ocean of casual employment, limp romances and half-
assed entrepreneurial schemes. Gingerly abandoning teenage daydreams of careers in the arts, both are grasping 
for a way to channel their advantages into something meaningful. But in a society built on simulated images, words, 
ideologies, choices...Where can authenticity be found? This meandering, pensive search for the unfindable, and the 
misadventures that follow, cuts to the heart of* Friends and Strangers.*

A comedic, non-linear, cultural exploration with an oblique take on realism—in Friends and Strangers I wanted to 
probe the intellectual ennui in Australia’s upper middle-class and draw a line from there to Australian society at 
large. There’s both an inherent comedy and quiet horror to the petty, pestering tasks and tepid struggles for social 
validation that seem to dominate life in Sydney’s comfortable inner suburbs. Shrivelled by a narcissistic, homogenous 
corporate culture, eroded civic connectivity and the endless, enervating pursuit of short-term, insecure work, so 
many individuals are lost in a desert of meaningless choices while the important questions about our genocidal 
origins and the future we imagine for our society and our world is always work for another day. Though rooted in 
this Australian context, much has been taken from Kafka’s winding tales of bewildered individuals searching within 
and against haunted and centreless social systems. There is a lot of myself in this film and I have great affection for 
the main character. Facing a fraught choice between a comfortable submission to hollow materialism and a lonely, 
precarious DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT investigation into (possibly doomed) alternatives, I feel a natural response 
is a kind of paralysis—to delay making any choice at all. Ray means well, but he always seems to think too much 
or not enough, and though he exists in the present his mind always seems to be somewhere else, in memory and 
speculation but never anywhere in particular. I don’t think this is so unusual, we are all haunted by our pasts, just 
as we in the present are the ghosts haunting our future selves. Working with a largely non-professional cast was a 
means to access these drifting mental states in a direct and unembellished manner. I wanted the film to turn slowly 
through its duration, as if on a wheel, from whimsy to dread, subjective to objective, past to present. Steady locked-
off compositions frame characters as solipsistic voyagers in a complex and confusing world; strange encounters 
spiral outward with an undulating rhythm—situations rise uncannily from banal misunderstandings to absurdist 
farce, only to be contrasted with sparse zones that elasticise and disturb a sense of reliable perspective. Friends 
and Strangers is a kind of jaunt, delighting in the topographies of our cultural surfaces just as it attempts to peel the 
layers back. 

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

84 minutes
Approx. Duration:

N/A
Rating:

Rebecca Lamond
Lucy Rennick

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Leitourgia Films / Bonsai Films

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/friends-and-strangers/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

HIGH GROUND

Jacob Junior Nayinggul (Gutjuk)
Simon Baker (Travis)

Lead Actor:
N/A

Lead Actress:

Jack Thompson (Moran)
Witiyana Marika (Grandfather Därrpa)
Callan Mulvey (Eddy)
Sean Mununggurr (Baywara)

Caren Pistorius (Claire)
Esmerelda Marimowa (Gulwirri)

Supporting Actress:

Stephen Maxwell Johnson
Director:

Chris Anastassiades
Screenwriter:

A female skewed mature audience, 
primarily aged 40-65. They are cultured, 
regular cinemagoers, favouring quality 
cinema experiences that will not only 
entertain but connect with their values 
and worldview. They are socially aware, 
attracted to diverse stories and feel an 
affinity with content that reflect diverse 
cultures on screen.

Target Demographic:

Set against the stunning landscapes of 1930s Arnhem Land. In a bid to save the last of his family, Gutjuk teams up 
with ex-soldier Travis to track down Baywara- the most dangerous warrior in the Territory, who is also his uncle. As 
Travis and Gutjuk journey through the outback they begin to earn each other’s trust, but when the truths of Travis’ 
past actions are suddenly revealed, it is he who becomes the hunted.

At the heart of High Ground is the tragic story of Frontier encounters and the missed opportunity between two 
cultures, black and white. Working closely with families across Arnhem Land, High Ground was conceived as a story 
that would challenge accepted notions of the settlement of Australia. Faced with the myth of terra nullius the aim 
with the film is to create a new mythology and present a different perspective on how this country was made. It 
explores the themes of identity and culture and the attempts that were made to preserve and progress culture in the 
face of an overwhelming threat.

High Ground is a story with mythic proportions with complexity and no easy answers.

This story presents a view that there really is no such thing as settlement it’s all about conquest, it explores the way 
in which society is built and how connections are made between people and it exposes the shameful truth of our 
frontier history but rather than choosing to dramatize a specific historical event ‘High Ground’ draws on contact 
history from a variety of locations – a fiction to illustrate a deeper truth.

High Ground is a powerful human drama, instilled with a strong sense of hope and fear, a story of treachery, heroism, 
sacrifice, freedom and love, misguided beliefs, an unequal struggle for power, and grief. But above all it is a story 
about the finding of one’s roots.

My aim has been to entertain and immerse an audience in an environment teeming with unexpected threats, and 
to take them on a journey into our history that is under-represented and hopefully encourage them to rethink the 
Australian story.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

105 minutes
Approx. Duration:

MA 15+
Rating:

David Jowsey
Maggie Miles
Witiyana Marika
Greer Simpkin
Stephen Maxwell Johnson

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Maxo, Bunya Productions, Savage Films / Madman

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/high-ground/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

I MET A GIRL

Brenton Thwaites (Devon Cassidy)
Lead Actor:

N/A
Lead Actress:

Joel Jackson (Nick Cassidy) Lily Sullivan (Lucy)
Zahra Newman (Olivia)

Supporting Actress:

Luke Eve
Director:

Glen Dolman
Screenwriter:

Early 20s to mid 30s with a 
crossover, female skewing 
audience in the 40-60 
demographic.

Target Demographic:

Devon, an aspiring musician with schizophrenia, always relies on his older brother, Nick, to care for him until Devon 
meets a mysterious girl, Lucy, and falls madly in love. However, when she suddenly vanishes, leaving behind a note to 
meet her in Sydney, he impulsively embarks on an epic, cross-country journey to find her. Meanwhile Nick, who thinks 
that Lucy is all in Devon’s head, sets off to rescue him.

I MET A GIRL is a moving, coming-of-age, romantic drama about a mentally unstable young man who impulsively 
undertakes a cross-country journey to find the woman of his dreams... who may be all in his head.

Like many of us, I have a personal connection with mental illness and a desire to promote positive representations 
in my projects. 

I had previously created and directed the short-form, semi-autobiographical series, Low Life: A Black Comedy 
About Depression. Its success allowed me to create and direct its companion series, High Life, which follows 
a young woman with Bipolar disorder. The latter production gave me the opportunity to develop my working 
relationship with I Met A Girl’s writer and producer, Glen and Adam Dolman, and its achievements helped in 
making I Met A Girl a reality.

I didn’t want this film, however, to be an issue-based film with a tone or style that was earnest or preachy. My 
objective was to direct a visually rich, entertaining and dynamic drama, with levity, pathos and romance, that uses 
mental illness to accentuate a relatable story about a young man struggling to grow up and take responsibility.  

It was a challenge to juggle a story that was authentic in its portrayal of mental illness yet also magical and 
romantic. I looked to films such as Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, Silver Linings Playbook, Infinitely Polar 
Bear and The Secret Life of Walter Mitty for inspiration. Bold, cinematic and innovative dramas with rich visuals 
and moving performances. 

That challenge was also made a little easier by the wonderful cast and crew that we were able to assemble 
during a busy production period in WA. I was thrilled that Brenton Thwaites agreed to play Devon, an extremely 
demanding lead role. He’s a gifted and committed actor who perfectly embodied the part with his sensitivity, 
optimism and charm. After auditioning many excellent actors, Joel Jackson, with his intelligence and big brother 
warmth, secured the role of Nick, Devon’s brother and primary carer. It was then a matter of finding Lucy. A role 
that required a sense of mystery yet realness and vulnerability in portraying her own fractured story. We struck 
gold with Lily Sullivan who brought great magnetism, strength and frailty to the role of Lucy.

After a long gestation period and eventual production the film then hit a hurdle with its release due to the 
coronavirus pandemic. Making films is hard. Releasing them even harder. But we’re out there now on various 
formats and I’m happy that people have been swept up in the magic of love and hope during a time when we 
most need it. 

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

108 minutes
Approx. Duration:

MA 15+
Rating:

Adam Dolman
Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Monsoon Pictures / Label Distribution

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/i-met-a-girl/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

JUNE AGAIN

N/A
Lead Actor:

Noni Hazlehurst (June)
Lead Actress:

Stephen Curry (Devon)
Otis Dhanji (Piers)

Claudia Karvan (Ginny)
Supporting Actress:

JJ Winlove
Director:

JJ Winlove
Screenwriter:

Women 40 - 54, & 55 +. Keen 
cinemagoers, lovers of quality 
cinema & dramedy.

Target Demographic:

In heartfelt dramedy JUNE AGAIN, a twist of fate gives family matriarch June (Noni Hazlehurst) a reprieve from an 
ongoing illness. Much to the amazement of her adult children Ginny (Claudia Karvan) and Devon (Stephen Curry), 
June re-enters their lives only to learn that ‘things haven’t gone according to plan’. With limited time but plenty of 
pluck, June decides that it’s up to her to get this wayward family back on track. When her meddling backfires, June 
sets out on a romantic journey of her own and soon discovers she needs help from the very people she was trying 
to rescue.

To me, JUNE AGAIN is a film about second chances. That’s what first interested me in the idea. A woman is given 
the opportunity to return to a life that had, to all intents and purposes, slipped away from her. She gets a chance to 
see what the world looks like without her in it and see first hand the impact her absence has had on her family. But, 
unlike the rest of us, June is given another chance to do something about it. 

I wanted JUNE AGAIN to celebrate the importance of family and family connection. It’s a theme that right now feels 
more important than ever with so many of us isolated and separated from our loved ones.

Making the film was a dream. It was a project that somehow attracted a team of truly talented and committed 
people. It felt as if everyone who came on board did so because they believed in the project and saw something 
special in it. They all brought such conviction, passion and enthusiasm. The culture on a set becomes an element of 
the film that can be felt in every frame. For us, the morale was high. We had a lot of fun making JUNE AGAIN. I really 
think it shows. 

No one was more committed than our star, Noni. Her performance in this film is absolute proof of that. She was one 
of the first on set every morning, was impeccably prepared and a joy to work with. I sense she saw something in the 
script that she personally connected to – because what she delivered, I believe, was beautiful. 

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

99 minutes
Approx. Duration:

MA 15+
Rating:

Jamie Hilton
Michael Pontin
Drew Bailey

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Ticket To Ride Pty Ltd / Studiocanal

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/june-again/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

LITTLE TORNADOES

Mark Leonard Winter (Leo)
Lead Actor:

N/A
Lead Actress:

Fabio Motta (Tony)
Robert Menzies (Jim)

Silvia Colloca (Maria)
Supporting Actress:

Aaron Wilson
Director:

Aaron Wilson
Christos Tsiolkas

Screenwriter:

Primary audience will be community-
minded individuals and rural nostalgia 
lovers (people who grew up in small 
country towns and rural tourists from 
metropolitan areas), ages 35+, both 
genders. Secondary audience will be a 
broader audience of arthouse films and 
auteur cinema lovers, aged 25-70.

Target Demographic:

Introverted Leo is a metalworker at his small town’s local plant. After his wife vanishes, leaving him to care 
for their two young children, he is bereft – barely able to cook a decent meal or keep the household running. 
So when a recently-arrived Italian colleague suggests that his sister, Maria, act as surrogate homemaker, Leo 
reluctantly accepts. But can one woman’s warm, nurturing presence fill the void left by another, and can Leo yield 
to the winds of change? The film distils the many upheavals of 1970s Australia – from immigration and post-war 
resettlement, to urbanisation, anti–Vietnam War protests and the women’s liberation movement – into a narrative 
about one man’s struggle to adapt. LITTLE TORNADOES is a portrait of a country at a turning point and the 
human desire for connection.

The film explores cross-cultural connection, vulnerability, and the universality of such experiences as they relate to all 
of us – men and women. In its broadest sense, the story of LITTLE TORNADOES comments on the changing social 
and cultural landscape in rural Australia in 1971, in a small community still suffering the legacy of war. 

The film’s story reflects on how World War Two has a lasting impact on families across the generations, and on the 
greater society. It opens with a young father tasked with raising his two young children -- but he cannot do it alone. 
He must rely on support from new Italian immigrants in town (who represent change and a different perspective on 
the world), while trying to manage the confused connection with his war-affected father (a representation of the 
past informing the future). The film looks inward at one person’s vulnerabilities in one small town, but it’s this daily 
human struggle that is relevant to us all. 

The film is set in a period of great social upheaval in our country, and I feel it parallels what people are feeling today. 
Not just in Australia, but everywhere. It’s a very relevant and timeless story about despair, frustration and a feeling of 
helplessness in the face of change. 

The emotional isolation in the film allows me to explore the Australian culture of stoicism, and how this can 
be damaging when trying to establish one’s own masculinity and self-identity. This film is my way of trying to 
understand humanity and belonging, and how to recognise and cope with factors beyond our control that shape and 
affect our lives.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

90 minutes
Approx. Duration:

M
Rating:

Susan Schmidt
Aaron Wilson
Ian Anderson

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Little Tornadoes / FanForce Films

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/little-tornadoes/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

LONE WOLF

Josh McConville (Conrad)
Lead Actor:

Tilda Cobham-Hervey (Winnie)
Lead Actress:

Chris Bunton (Stevie)
Hugo Weaving (Police Minister)
Marlon Williams (Alex Ossipon)

Diana Glenn (Kylie)
Supporting Actress:

Jonathan Ogilvie
Director:

Jonathan Ogilvie
Screenwriter:

Left leaning, educated 
urbanites 25 - 60 years old.

Target Demographic:

Near future Melbourne. Via various modes of surveillance we observe a young woman, Winnie, and her disabled 
brother, Stevie, caught-up in a web of intrigue involving a bomb plot, inept anarchists, ambitious police and a corrupt 
politician. The duplicity of Winnie’s partner, Conrad Verloc -political activist and police informant –propels these 
siblings down a treacherous path, their only succor coming in the aftermath - through the actions of police officer 
Kylie Heat.

Lone Wolf is what I call a cineveillant film - the result of me contemplating the possibly of telling a dramatic narrative 
wholly through surveillance footage and a friend returning to me an edition of Joseph Conrad’s 1908 novel, The 
Secret Agent, with the remark that it would make a great film.

As a classic “Vic Lit” tragedy, the novel presented challenges. Some were solved by re-watching Hitchcock’s 
Sabotage, his 1936 adaptation of The Secret Agent, but the major change derived from the key line of Hannah 
Gadsby’s widely acclaimed one-woman show, Nanette:  “There is nothing stronger than a broken woman who has 
rebuilt herself”. Winnie is Lone Wolf’s defiant protagonist, sublimely played by Tilda Cobham Hervey. 

We shot Lone Wolf during a bitter Melbourne winter and captured a distinct, clandestine impression of the city.  Our 
production was joyfully mean and lean. It could not have been achieved without the unbridled enthusiasm of the 
producers, the crew and a brilliant cast including Diana Glenn, Chris Bunton, Tyler Coppin, Stephen Curry, Lawrence 
Mooney, Marlon Williams and Hugo Weaving. 

I’m really looking forward to presenting Lone Wolf to an Australian audience. As a ‘howdunnit’ thriller I hope it will 
intrigue through its story, the way it is told and the wider implications of the way we live now - under surveillance. 

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

98 minutes
Approx. Duration:

MA 15+
Rating:

Mat Govoni
Adam White
Lee Hubber

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Future Pictures | Black Frame / Label

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/lone-wolf/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

LONG STORY SHORT

Rafe Spall (Teddy)
Lead Actor:

N/A
Lead Actress:

Ronny Chieng (Sam) Zahra Newman (Leanne)
Dena Kaplan (Becka)
Cheyenne Gunn (Talulah)

Supporting Actress:

Josh Lawson
Director:

Josh Lawson
Screenwriter:

25 - 49 yo - Female skew.
Target Demographic:

Teddy wakes up the morning after his wedding to discover that every few minutes he’s jumping forward to the next 
year of his life.

The idea for Long Story Short was born in the middle of an existential crisis. I remember that terrifying realization 
that I was no longer young, but was somewhat placated that I didn’t exactly feel old either. I was in this limbo where 
I regretted not doing more with the years behind me, and yet still had enough years ahead of me to make significant 
change. Oh my god! I thought. I think I’m having a mid-life crisis!?

But unlike most clichéd mid-life crises, I didn’t have an affair, or buy a sports car – instead, I wrote a screenplay. It was 
the story of a man named Teddy - a chronic procrastinator who needs to learn the value of time. Normally I write 
in the wake of an emotional event, but this was the first time I wrote a screenplay in the middle of one. The process 
turned out to be a dramatic, manic, confronting experience, but ultimately a cathartic one. And while the title evolved 
over the years, I would eventually save it in my laptop as – Long Story Short.

It’s a story I hoped would speak to others in the middle of their own, similar crises. A reminder that life is short, and 
to hold close those you love while you can. Because time is all we’ve got, and it’s running out.

So, what are you waiting for…?

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

94 minutes
Approx. Duration:

M
Rating:

Jamie Hilton
Michael Pontin
Isabel Stanfield

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

See Pictures / Studiocanal

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/long-story-short/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

MOON ROCK FOR MONDAY

George Pullar (Tyler)
Lead Actor:

Ashlyn Louden-Gamble (Monday)
Lead Actress:

Aaron Jeffery (Bob) N/A
Supporting Actress:

Kurt Martin
Director:

Kurt Martin
Screenwriter:

Families with kids 10+; +50’s 
female skew; 30-49 yo 
gender neutral

Target Demographic:

Set in Sydney 1999, a young terminally ill girl named Monday lives with her father Bob. Due to her rare illness, 
she is prevented from leaving the house alone and is home schooled. Monday desires for two things she cannot 
have; to travel the world and a best friend. Monday’s rabbit dies and her father takes her to the pet shop to get a 
replacement. At the train station she meets a teenage boy named Tyler. Tyler is a homeless street kid and it’s soon 
apparent he is on the run from the cops after a bungled armed robbery. Suddenly Monday is whisked away on an 
adventure. Bob the father, distraught goes to the police who are looking for Tyler. After the police offer resistance 
in helping Bob, claiming eyewitnesses gave statements Monday was not kidnapped but she ran away with the Tyler, 
Bob decides to track his daughter down himself. Monday tells Tyler her dream is to go to Uluru, believing if she can 
just get there it might heal her. Tyler goes along with this childlike fantasy, using it as a cover to evade the police, by 
pretending Monday is his sister. They set out to road trip across Australia and meet an array of interesting characters 
along the way. Some are helpful, others not so. Monday and Tyler develop a deep friendship and we soon see a very 
protective Tyler, who is battling his own conscience for his past mistakes, begin to atone by helping Monday get to 
this ‘Moon Rock’. It all comes to a gripping finale in the heart of the outback when Mondays father and the police 
catch up with Tyler and Monday.

After years of making shorts, TVC’s music videos and web series we set out to make a feature film, that was our goal 
(Jim the Producer and myself), that’s what we’d always dreamed of. 

I had no idea how much of a journey the film would take me personally on. We quickly realised we weren’t going 
to receive any help or money from anyone, there was no magical grant or cheque being waved in the air to help us. 
There’s only so much rejection you can take. One day over a beer Jimmy and I looked at each other and our empty 
bank account, ready to give up. Jim said, “I told you we should’ve done that horror film which is essentially a two-
hander kidnap film in one location.

He was right, it made sense. Yet this road trip film was meant to be my first film I thought. Why? Why was that? It 
was emotional and I was so connected to it.

So with heart as my ammunition, I rewrote the script how I wanted (with a little interjection from my producer Jim 
“Try and keep it in minimal locations’… a car is technically the same location isn’t it, I thought? Even if it travels over 
three states and two thousand miles?). I emerged with a new draft of a script I was proud of.

So we did what any rational people would do, I sold my house, I borrowed money off friends and Jimmy got 5 credit 
cards in his name, we were on!

There was no money for mistakes, the shoot had to be run like a militant regiment. 

We had nothing extra to offer cast and crew apart from our appreciation and minimum wages. 

However what happened was amazing, everyone came together like a family, they went above and beyond to help 
us. Everyone saw how much heart we’d put into making the film that I think people gravitated towards it. To help us.

We shot over three states, in a 1976 Datsun 180B with no air conditioning, with a minor, a rabbit, trains, planes, you 
name it we did it. It was such a crazy ambitious thing to do with the amount of money and time we had. But we gave 
it our all. Also did I mention we shot a 90’s (period) film on a micro budget?

What we were left with was Moon Rock For Monday, it’s a film that we’re both so proud of. Sure it has its flaws (it’s 
funny how I concentrate on them) but what it has is a lot of heart, just like us.

If we were going to make our first film Australian, we really wanted to hit the main artery. We wanted to showcase 
Australian talent, its scenery what it means to be Australian. We were lucky enough to get the amazing Ashlyn 
Gamble and George Pullar involved in the film and their acting dynamic speaks volumes. 

Glenn Hanns captured the beauty of the landscape so well.

We were so exhausted by the end of the film but now we had post-production to deal with! Oh did I mention COVID, 
yeah that was a thing? So now every film festival was being cancelled because of COVID. Or heavily reducing their 
quota of films reduced significantly. Our hearts sank. My apartment I thought, my dream of being a director…. gone. 
We were facing bankruptcy we had crippling interest payments on my home mortgage and Jimmy’s credit cards.

Now nearly a year later, a bunch of festivals later a bunch of nominations and a few wins. Everything seems brighter. 
Being able to submit our film to AACTA really means a lot to us, the films travelled well internationally but there’s 
something about being on home turf that is a real fulfillment.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

100 minutes
Approx. Duration:

M
Rating:

Jim Robison
Agnieszka Switala
Aron Walker
David Bradley

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Lunar Pictures / Pinnacle Films

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/moon-rock-for-monday/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

MORTAL KOMBAT

Lewis Tan
Lead Actor:

N/A
Lead Actress:

Josh Lawson (Kano)
Joe Taslim (Bi-Han/Sub-Zero)
Mehcad Brooks (Jax)
Tadanobu Asano (Lord Raiden)
Hiroyuki Sanada (Hanzo/Scorpio)
Chin Han (Shang Tsung)
Ludi Lin (Liu Kang)
Max Huang (Kung Lao)

Jessica McNamee
Sisi Stringer

Supporting Actress:

Simon McQuoid
Director:

Dave Callaham
Screenwriter:

N/A
Target Demographic:

From New Line Cinema comes the explosive new cinematic adventure “Mortal Kombat,” inspired by the blockbuster 
video game franchise, which most recently enjoyed the most successful video game launch in its history, Mortal 
Kombat 11. In “Mortal Kombat,” MMA fighter Cole Young, accustomed to taking a beating for money, is unaware of his 
heritage—or why Outworld’s Emperor Shang Tsung has sent his best warrior, Sub-Zero, an otherworldly Cryomancer, 

N/A

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

110 minutes
Approx. Duration:

M
Rating:

James Wan
Todd Garner
Simon McQuoid
E. Bennett Walsh

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENT

AVAILABLE ON

New Line Cinema Presents an Atomic Monster | Broken 
Road Production / Warner Bros

Supporting Actor:

to hunt Cole down. Fearing for his family’s safety, Cole goes in search of Sonya Blade at the direction of Jax, a 
Special Forces Major who bears the same strange dragon marking Cole was born with. Soon, he finds himself at the 
temple of Lord Raiden, an Elder God and the protector of Earthrealm, who grants sanctuary to those who bear the 
mark. Here, Cole trains with experienced warriors Liu Kang, Kung Lao and rogue mercenary Kano, as he prepares to 
stand with Earth’s greatest champions against the enemies of Outworld in a high stakes battle for the universe. But 
will Cole be pushed hard enough to unlock his arcana—the immense power from within his soul—in time to save not 
only his family, but to stop Outworld once and for all?

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/mortal-kombat/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

MY FIRST SUMMER

N/A
Lead Actor:

Maiah Stewardson (Grace)
Markella Kavenagh (Claudia)

Lead Actress:

Harvey Zielinski (Detective Jones)
Steve Mouzakis (Detective Croydon)

Edwina Wren (Veronica Fox)
Supporting Actress:

Katie Found
Director:

Katie Found
Screenwriter:

15-25yr old female 
demographic & the LGBTQI+ 
community

Target Demographic:

Raised in complete isolation by her mentally ill mother, 16-year-old Claudia has grown up believing that the outside 
world is evil. Stranded on their remote property after her mother’s death, Claudia is shocked when Grace, a spirited 
local teen, appears in the garden like a mirage. Both dealing with family trauma, the pair find in each other the 
support, love and intimacy they need, and teach each other the restorative power of human connection. When 
suspicion builds around the mother’s sudden death, police close in and threaten their secret summer love.

In many ways, ‘My first Summer’ is a gift to my younger self. It’s the film I would’ve loved to watch when I was 
navigating my sexuality. As a young person, the kinds of queer narratives I came across were often hyper-sexualised, 
intense and something bad almost always happened. The queer characters I met served as cautionary tales; their 
sexuality the source of drama rather than joy. I found myself lying awake at night, trawling the internet for a good 
queer film, one that authentically and beautifully expressed queer love and connection, and when I couldn’t find one, 
I knew I needed to make it myself.

The central relationship between Claudia and Grace had lived in my mind for many years before I ever set pen to 
paper. Grace was the kind of friend I wished I’d had, and their connection was something I had longed for in my 
younger years. I didn’t want to make a movie where one of the characters cheated, or died, or treated the other 
horribly. I aimed for ‘My First Summer’ to be tender, and focus on an empowering queer, female gaze, rather than the 
male gaze which was often attached to the queer films I saw as a young person. I wanted them to fall in love in that 
sweet, innocent, awkward, summertime way boys and girls have been falling in love onscreen forever.

For me, the most important aspect of the film was the sincerity and authenticity of the performances. It’s a micro-
budget independent film, so we were never going to have elaborate camera setups – it was all handheld, apart 
from half a day of Steadicam. It was very stripped back and raw, both in aesthetic and in shooting. Luckily our 
cinematographer Matthew Chuang is a master of natural light, and effortlessly captured the youth and joy of this 
timeless connection, whilst also showcasing the generous bush landscape of regional Victoria. ‘My First Summer’ 
wouldn’t have been what it was if it weren’t for the two leads, Markella Kavenagh and Maiah Stewardson, and how 
beautifully they played with and captured what it means to find queer love. From the moment we saw them screen 
test together, we knew we were on to something special.

We hope that Claudia and Grace teach our audiences to be brave, wear their hearts on their sleeve and that queer 
connection can be joyous, messy and most importantly, safe. I am sure, in many ways, the longing for authentic 
queer portrayals on screen is universally felt amongst my community, and that there are other young people trawling 
streaming services and forums for tales of queer love and coming into yourself. It was always my dream for ‘My First 
Summer’ to exist on an easily accessible streaming service like Stan, and am so proud that it has found a home there.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

78 minutes
Approx. Duration:

PG
Rating:

Jonathan Auf Der Heide
Alisha Hnatjuk

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Noise & Light 

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/my-first-summer/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

NITRAM

Caleb Landry Jones (Nitram)
Lead Actor:

Judy Davis (Mum)
Lead Actress:

Anthony LaPaglia (Dad) Essie Davis (Helen)
Supporting Actress:

Justin Kurzel
Director:

Shaun Grant
Screenwriter:

Arthouse cinema market. Age 
bracket 35-50.

Target Demographic:

Nitram (Caleb Landry-Jones) lives with his mother (Judy Davis) and father (Anthony LaPaglia) in suburban Australia 
in the Mid 1990s. He lives a life of isolation and frustration at never being able to fit in. That is until he unexpectedly 
finds a close friend in a reclusive heiress, Helen (Essie Davis). However when that friendship meets its tragic end, and 
Nitram’s loneliness and anger grow, he begins a slow descent into a nightmare that culminates in the most nihilistic 
and heinous of acts.

I have lived in Tasmania for the last four years where my wife and I have decided to bring up our daughters. We 
have done this because there is no more beautiful place than this land and people. There is a spirit and resilience 
unlike any other. In winter the storms from the Antarctic batter the coasts and in a strange way Tasmania comes 
alive with energy, a curiosity, a need to explore, to understand this place and it’s past. 

Its past has ghosts, terrible unresolved tragedies, which haunt and have settled like a constant fog over its 
exquisite beauty. This reflection is complex and cautious; there are things best not talked about, a darkness to 
evade. The shadows flicker, but they mostly sit in blackness. 

Shaun Grant’s script NITRAM came from those shadows. It was unexpected and revealing in its honesty and 
genuine desire to understand and ask questions about one of the darkest chapters in Australian history, the 1996 
Port Arthur shootings. 

The forensic unpeeling of the character in the weeks leading up to the shootings was as vivid as it was elusive 
that it reached beyond the monster echoes and confronted me with someone who I felt I had known, walked past, 
ignored, would see but then forget. 

The portrait he invented, the family he created, the street they lived on all felt conversant and familiar. This step 
by step unpeeling of a character, their dismantling and isolation, dared me to consider how someone could evolve 
into a leviathan. When that person was at their most dangerous and volatile, how were they able to make the 
worst choices imaginable? 

The moment we feel the most unsure and uncertain of NITRAM is the moment that he buys his first guns. The 
horror of this scene spoke more to me about gun reform than any statistic or opinion piece. It crystallised the 
tragedy in a way, which made me clearly see the failings of the past, how gun laws could easily be exploited by 
the most vulnerable and dangerous. 

Since my first film SNOWTOWN I have been interested in why these young men search for answers in such 
extreme violence. Is there a cultural void, which starves these human beings of a tribe, an absence of belonging? 
When there is no church, no sense of origin, no connection to land and country, what becomes their compass, 
what corrupts them towards this apathetic and senseless need to destroy life? 

As filmmakers we have tried to tread gently. I am conscious that this film is speaking to an event in time, which 
we would rather look past. The profound pain runs deep. Forgetting helps us survive but freedom comes from 
memory. I have sought to reach into the darkness to find a truth and to understand the unimaginable. There are 
no answers but the legacy of Port Arthur is our albatross around our necks, it is part of our history and it warns 
the future of its perils.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

112 minutes
Approx. Duration:

MA 15+
Rating:

Nick Batzias
Virginia Whitwell
Justin Kurzel
Shaun Grant

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

GoodThing Productions / Madman Entertainment

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/nitram/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

OCCUPATION RAINFALL

Dan Ewing (Matt Simmons)
Daniel Gillies (Wing Commander Hayes)
Temuera Morrison (Peter Bartlett)
Lawrence Makoare (Garry the Alien)

Lead Actor:
Jet Tranter (Amelia Chambers)
Dena Kaplan (Robin Sigiro)

Lead Actress:

Ken Jeong (Bud Miller)
Jason Isaacs (Steven the Alien)
Mark Coles Smith (Captain Wessex)
Zachary Garred (Dennis)

N/A
Supporting Actress:

Luke Sparke
Director:

Luke Sparke
Screenwriter:

Action Fans. Sci/Fi fans.
Target Demographic:

Two years into an intergalactic invasion of earth, survivors in Sydney, Australia, fight back in a desperate ground 
war. As casualties mount by the day, the resistance and their unexpected allies, uncover a plot that could see the 
war come to a decisive end. With the Alien invaders hell-bent on making earth their new home, the race is on to 
save mankind.

The Occupation films are here to entertain. They are unapologetically popcorn sci/fi - action flicks. But that does not 
mean we can’t strive to have themes and messages throughout that subliminally connect with modern audiences.

Just as the original Rocky caused audience members to punch the dark air in front of them, we want our theatre-
goers so completely immersed in our exciting roller coaster ride that they will be ducking and weaving through 
sword fights, war scenes and speeder chases while screaming past the variety of beautiful vistas our country has to 
offer. The Occupation series is a picture postcard love letter to Australia

My vision for these films is to create an exciting palate, not only emotionally through the cast, but visually through a 
vast landscape of colours and tones. Alien tech is red, yellows and purples. Humanity is greens and browns. All are 
higher contrast to give a hyper sense of reality to this world. 

Action scenes are kinetic and fast paced. We don’t have time to linger too long when telling this story. I’m using a 
mix of multi cameras for most scenes to capture the large ensemble cast and the action using relative fewer takes as 
possible to keep the performances as real and genuine as they can be. 

My visual style is heavily influenced by Spielberg, Cameron, and Michael Bay. I would like to think the sensibilities and 
childlike wonder of Spielberg, the world building and scope of Cameron and the visceral, fast paced speed of Bay. 

I pre-visualize my vfx action scenes early, so there is a reference of the world and what’s going on in a big scene. I 
work closely with the cast in pre-production and I’m very present on the set for them, but I don’t try to jam dialogue 
down their throat. I am incredibly open, collaborative and allow actors to ‘do their thing’ to best service the story and 
character. 

When working on the stunts, we bring in the best teams in the country and I allow them and the actors freedom to 
craft the best fight scenes possible and always strive to bring something new to the table audiences haven’t seen 
before. 

My goal here is to create an amazing piece of sci/fi cinema that fans around the globe embrace it as a new franchise 
they can watch over and over again. “

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

128 minutes
Approx. Duration:

G
Rating:

Luke Sparke
Carly Imrie
Carmel Imrie
Alex Becconsall

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Quirky Mama Productions / Monster Pictures

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/occupation-rainfall/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

PAPER CHAMPIONS

Luke Saliba (Rey)
Lead Actor:

N/A
Lead Actress:

John Tui (Wade)
Gary Sweet (Terry)

Tessa De Josselin (Holly)
Supporting Actress:

Jo-Anne Brechin
Director:

Luke Saliba
James Pratt
Michael McCallum

Screenwriter:

Gender neutral 18-35 year old suburban 
city dwellers who are community-minded, 
they care about local art and are very 
socially active. They find the time to 
watch a diverse variety of content. Movie-
goers interested in coming of age stories, 
cinephiles interested in Australian Film and 
have quirky comedy interests.

Target Demographic:

Rey is a regular guy, working a regular job, living a regular life. After spending 10 years in a job he doesn’t like, he 
realises all of his skills can be summed up in a pamphlet. A surge of inspiration causes Rey to quit, forcing him further 
outside his comfort zone than he’s ever ventured before. Slowly, Rey’s life begins to take shape, but not without 
the help of his old work colleague and best mate Wade; A big man, with an even bigger heart. After a backyard 
rugby incident involving Wade’s cousins, Rey is rushed to the local clinic where he meets Holly. After an awkward 
conversation with Holly, the boys tell Rey he needs to find his Mana. (To have Mana implies influence, authority, and 
efficacy-the ability to perform in a given situation.) Rey sets out in search of his Mana with some help from his mum’s 
new lover Terry. Being an ex-wrestler himself, Terry thinks he has the key to bringing Rey out of his shell. In the ropes 
of Terry’s wrestling ring, Rey begins to find his Mana...

For me, the Paper Champions screenplay immediately leapt off the page with humour and heart. With a unique 
sense of comedy and layers of themes that deeply resonate with me, this is a story I had to tell. 

I was fortunate to team with amazing HODs to craft a cool, colourful world stuck somewhere between the 90’s and 
now. Instead of giving the film a clear time-stamp we opted to pull from multiple decades to capture the nostalgia 
of many. 

Cinematically, our style was inspired by the story. In act one, Rey’s life is a rigid and structured existence, and so 
the film’s style and shot choices reflect this. We opted for symmetrical, centred, and locked-off shots to draw the 
audience into Rey’s world. Then, as Rey journeys beyond his safety zone across acts two and three, the style and 
shot choices morph into a more handheld, visceral style to map his transformation. 

The cast of Paper Champions is star-studded with the likes of Gary Sweet, John Tui and Genevieve Morris, bringing 
decades of experience to the set, together with our amazing line-up of first-time performers. I’ve never experienced 
a more generous cast that genuinely felt like a family. 

Paper Champions follows the story of a photocopy salesman who must find his mana in order to win the girl and 
change his life. It has all the ingredients of a cult classic. This is a story that appeals to every man, everyone dating a 
man, and anyone attempting to raise a man in this world.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

83 minutes
Approx. Duration:

N/A
Rating:

Erin Saliba
Luke Saliba
Alexandros Ouzas

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Paperless Films | Exile Entertainment / Umbrella 
Entertainment

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/paper-champions/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

PENGUIN BLOOM

Andrew Lincoln (Cam Bloom)
Lead Actor:

Naomi Watts (Sam Bloom)
Lead Actress:

Griffin Murray-Johnston (Noah Bloom) Jacki Weaver (Jan)
Rachel House (Gaye)

Supporting Actress:

Glendyn Ivin
Director:

Shaun Grant
Harry Cripps

Screenwriter:

Women 25+. Couples 30+. 
The film also aimed to attract 
a cross generational audience 
encouraging Parents/
Grandparents/family units 
with children over 10 to 
experience the film together.

Target Demographic:

Based on the best-selling book of the same name, the film tells the story of Sam Bloom (Academy Award® 
nominated Naomi Watts) a young mother whose world is turned upside down after a shocking, near-fatal accident 
leaves her paralyzed. Sam’s husband, (Andrew Lincoln), her three young boys and her mother (Academy Award® 
nominated Jacki Weaver), are struggling to adjust to their new situation when an unlikely ally enters their world in 
the form of an injured baby magpie they name Penguin. The bird’s arrival is a welcome distraction for the Bloom 
family, eventually making a profound difference on Sam’s life, teaching her how to live again.

I was always intrigued by the story of the Blooms. The true story of how a baby magpie helped save a family. When I 
read the book ‘Penguin The Magpie’ I was immediately taken by its simplicity and beauty. 

I wanted ‘Penguin Bloom’ to share a similar simplicity and beauty. A film that would appeal to a broad audience and 
yet didn’t shy away from the physical, emotional and psychological realities of Spinal Injury. 

‘Penguin Bloom’ is at times raw and honest, and like the Blooms, the story has a certain humility. Both Sam and Cam 
Bloom were involved in the making of the film. They were adamant the film should not sensationalise Sam’s healing 
process but ultimately reflect that Sam is someone who will never accept her disability. The film shows that Sam is 
someone who can endure it and demonstrate the true meaning of resilience.

Naomi Watts was the perfect actor to play Sam Bloom to the screen. She brings authenticity and emotion to the 
screen. I’ve sat in cinemas and watched audiences cry from beginning to end, and I know it has so much to do with 
Naomi’s portrayal of a mother who is losing touch with all she holds dear. 

The story also has a powerful sense of nature and a true spirit of generosity running through it. The way a random 
little bird came into a broken family and healed them is extraordinary and working with real Magpies was equally 
so. We planned and trained our birds extensively, but ultimately on the day, we had to work around what the birds 
wanted to do as opposed to what I wanted. I loved working with the kids and the animals. With Kids, like animals, you 
sometimes have to go with what they are giving you.  I think it brought a certain realism to the film and the actors 
who had to work in and around Penguin.  

It’s been amazing seeing audiences both in Australia and around the world respond to the film and Sam and 
Penguins story. 

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

95 minutes
Approx. Duration:

PG
Rating:

Bruna Papandrea
Steve Hutensky
Emma J Cooper
Naomi Watts
Jodi Matterson

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Penguin Bloom Film / Village Roadshow

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/penguin-bloom/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

PETER RABBIT 2

Domhnall Gleeson (Mr. McGregor)
Lead Actor:

Rose Byrne (Bea)
Lead Actress:

David Oyelowo (Nigel Basil Jones) N/A
Supporting Actress:

Will Gluck
Director:

Will Gluck
Patrick Burleigh

Screenwriter:

Four quadrant family
Target Demographic:

In PETER RABBIT™ 2, the lovable rogue is back. Bea, Thomas, and the rabbits have created a makeshift family, but 
despite his best efforts, Peter can’t seem to shake his mischievous reputation. Adventuring out of the garden, Peter 
finds himself in a world where his mischief is appreciated, but when his family risks everything to come looking for 
him, Peter must figure out what kind of bunny he wants to be.

Picking up from the first film, director/co-writer/producer Will Gluck returns for a new story that takes Peter far 
beyond the garden to the streets of the big city, where he’ll discover what kind of hero he wants to be. “I love these 
characters,” says Gluck. “Peter makes a lot of mistakes, but always plows on – he always thinks he knows best. That’s 
what makes him a fun character to watch – it’s always fun to see someone who drives forward without any worry 
about what the repercussions are. And yet, at the very end, he learns something about it. It’s such a rich world with 
so many stories to explore.”

For Gluck, the sequel became a chance to explore questions of identity. Everybody knows Peter as the mischievous 
rabbit – some might even call him “naughty” – but that’s not necessarily how Peter thinks of himself. “It’s who you are 
versus who people think you are,” Gluck explains. “Just because people see you in a certain way doesn’t necessarily 
mean that’s who you are. Peter, Bea, and Thomas go through that journey in the movie. Peter has reached that time 
in one’s life when we’re all told what we are by so many people that we have two options; we can embrace what 
people think we are, or we can fight against it. Peter decides to embrace it, which leads to his meeting some new 
characters who aren’t necessarily of the highest moral character.”

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

93 minutes
Approx. Duration:

M
Rating:

Will Gluck
Zareh Nalbandian
Catherine Bishop
Jodi Hildebrand

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Columbia Pictures Industries / Sony Pictures Releasing

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/peter-rabbit-2-the-runaway/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

RAMS

N/A
Lead Actor:

N/A
Lead Actress:

Michael Caton (Les)
Leon Ford (De Vries)
Wayne Blair (Lionel)

Miranda Richardson (Kat)
Supporting Actress:

Jeremy Sims
Director:

Jules Duncan
Screenwriter:

Our target audience are Fiercely 
Australian. They hold tightly to the 
traditional ideals of reward comes from 
effort, and looking after your mates 
is what we do. They are older couples 
in metro areas 55+, and tend slightly 
younger in rural areas, couples 35+.

Target Demographic:

A decades-long feud between two sheep farming brothers comes to a head when disaster strikes their flocks.

Firstly, let me say that I am a great fan of the original film, ‘Hrutar’ which was released around the same time as Last 
Cab to Darwin. It seemed to be at every festival that I was at, and it was often the subject of discussion amongst 
filmmakers.

That film was praised but not universally loved, though every film maker I spoke to acknowledged that the ‘mythic’ 
nature of the plot – the primal ‘hate’ between two brothers (it is a male hatred), which is then developed into ‘tragic 
love’ through a smart and simple three acts – was something to admire. The version we are discussing here, mine and 
Jules Duncan’s ‘Rams’, has, in building a broader world, perhaps lost a little of that elemental ‘hatred’ but still has that 
biblical level of sibling rivalry as the principle engine of conflict.

Hrutar was dramatically memorable, visually stunning, bleak and uncompromising in its tone, with flashes of humour 
and an underlying plot structure that was compelling. But it was undeniable an arthouse film that would never play 
wide, besides in Iceland, and so it found a wonderful niche for itself travelling around the world as an ‘art-house gem’. 
Grimur made a choice not to introduce any other characters or even a ‘B’, let alone ‘C’, storyline, and then further 
refused to pander to the desire of the audience, who had sat with these brothers on this bleak Icelandic journey, to 
see them triumph – or at least survive! So, clearly my brief was different. What has been embarked upon is a ‘re-
imagining’ of the bones of the story of ‘Hrutar’; the Saga of ‘Rams’ in a different landscape, with a broader canvas 
of characters whose connection and whose place in the society leads us to a more inclusive film and therefore a 
potentially broader audience going to see and love the story.

This is the very nature of storytelling. We borrow and we change emphasis and we build upon things, depending 
upon where we intend to tell our story. My films often explore issues of belonging, of community, of connectedness, 
and so I think Rams presents an excellent opportunity for a filmmaker like me to take a proven story and set it within 
a community that now must face the same dangers as the protagonist.

The story of two brothers divided over land, over ‘primacy’, over the love of their father, is as old as humanity. Cain 
and Abel has been repeated as a trope countless times. Colin and Les’ story is a classic Icelandic Saga, now set in 
Australia – a story recounted through time, re-interpreted and re-imagined in every re-telling.

In our retelling, we brought a new landscape, replaced ice with fire, introduced a wider world affected by the 
brothers enmity, and imagined an ending where the conflict would lead to change, to a better world. It is a different 
movie, but it is the same story.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

119 minutes
Approx. Duration:

N/A
Rating:

Janelle Landers
Aidan O’Bryan

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

WBMC / Roadshow

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
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FEATURE FILM

RHAPSODY OF LOVE

Damien Sato (Justin Judd)
Lead Actor:

Kathy Luu (Jessica Flowers)
Lead Actress:

Benjamin Hanly (Ben Lin) Jessica Niven (Natasha Booker)
Joy Hopwood (Jade Flowers)

Supporting Actress:

Joy Hopwood
Director:

Joy Hopwood
Screenwriter:

This filmed is aimed for the 
romantic at heart and lovers of 
romantic comedies. It’s skewed 
towards females between 18-40 
year old age bracket.

Target Demographic:

Love takes Jessica Flowers (Kathy Luu) by surprise when she’s “best woman” at her best friend’s wedding where 
she meets videographer, Justin Judd (Damien Sato). Little does she know that he’s not single after they kiss and 
fate keeps drawing them together. Rhapsody of Love is the interwoven story of three couples, who are at different 
stages in their lives, trying to follow their dreams, while navigating the ups and downs of romance; newly weds, Ben 
Lin (Benjamin Hanly) and Natasha Booker (Jessica Niven) and the love triangle between Justin Judd, Victoria Steer 
(Lily Stewart) and Jessica Flowers and will love ever happen for her awkward but quirky sister, Jade Flowers (Joy 
Hopwood). Love is always around the corner when you least expect it and takes you on a rollercoaster ride to the 
unknown. This film is about friendship, love and gives you hope for the future. It’s full of laughs and will make you 
realise why people fall in love in the first place.

I’ve always been a big fan of romantic comedies and grew up admiring the work of Nora Ephron and Nancy Meyers 
and just wanted to be like them. Decades later, now all grown up in age, I’m proud to be a filmmaker making rom-
coms that are light hearted, fun and inspirational with diversity at the forefront of all of my films. 

Rhapsody of Love is my third feature film and I’ve been blessed with a great cast, crew and producer partner, Ana 
Tiwary. I’ve worked with the lead actress, Kathy Luu, in my previous film, The Script of Life. I wanted to give her the 
opportunity to shine and she sure does. Kathy Luu definitely shines on screen and is the heart and soul of this film. 
Alongside her is the handsome, Damien Sato, who I discovered. Together their chemistry sizzles on screen. Both 
actors are from Asian backgrounds, Kathy being Vietnamese and Damien, Chinese.  The characters they play are 
every day Australians without stereotyping them with Asian accents and too much of a back-story that focuses on 
their heritage. They simply play people who meet at a wedding, and sparks ignite. Little does Jessica Flowers (Kathy 
Luu) know that Justin Judd (Damien Sato) is already in a relationship until later on in the movie. This commonly 
happens in life, and Rhapsody of Love is series of vignettes of couples’ lives interwoven together in the same style as 
Love Actually. 

I brought some of my crew on board from my previous film, Lara Cross who worked as my sound recordist and post 
sound, Jon Cohen as my editor and Roy Nicolson as my music composer. I worked with Roy in 2000’s when a record 
company and music publisher introduced us to write songs together and have kept in touch with him ever since. It 
was great to work with the same people again; it’s like working with family.

This film was made just before Covid hit in late February 2020. We were so lucky that we were able to complete 
filming, without being shut down. We were also lucky in regards to the weather, as it didn’t rain during our only 
outdoor shoot, which was the wedding ceremony. I felt really blessed and lucky throughout this production as we 
were one of the only few only Australian films completed in 2020. We shot the majority of the film at Gardens on 
Forest in Peakhurst, which was a great find, as it had beautiful gardens and we didn’t have to do too much work in 
terms of set dressing for the wedding ceremony and reception scenes, the venue itself was just beautiful and added 
to our production value. 

Rhapsody of Love is the first Asian Australian Rom-Com ever made, with two Asian leads. It follows the lives of three 
couples at different stages of their relationships and touches on mental health issues in a nuanced way. You will 
laugh and cry in this film.

I hope this film will pave the way for more diverse films to be made here in Australia and inspire filmmakers to create 
more opportunities for diverse actors and content to be made. I hope the doors of the gatekeepers in this industry 
will also open wide, giving opportunities for diverse, independent filmmakers and actors, so their work will be 
recognised, as this is the only way we can create social change in the industry. 

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

86 minutes
Approx. Duration:

N/A
Rating:

Joy Hopwood
Ana Tiwary

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Joy House Productions | IndiVisual Films / Quiver

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
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FEATURE FILM

RUBY’S CHOICE

N/A
Lead Actor:

Jane Seymour (Ruby)
Lead Actress:

Stephen Hunter (Doug)
Rory Potter (Ned)

Jacqueline McKenzie (Sharon)
Coco Jack Gillies (Tash)

Supporting Actress:

Michael Budd
Director:

Paul Mahoney
Screenwriter:

Ruby’s Choice is an independent motion 
picture created specifically to appeal to 
International and Australian audiences 
in the 45+ year old age range, younger 
people may also be interested as 
some may have family members with 
dementia, or may relate to Tash, one of 
the main characters who is 16.

Target Demographic:

RUBY, a sweet, elderly lady who lives alone has undiagnosed dementia. After she accidentally burns her house 
down, she is forced to shift into her daughter SHARON’S crowded home, and share her granddaughter’s TASH, 
bedroom. Tash goes from hating Ruby to loving her as she learns more about some family secrets and she becomes 
Ruby’s fiercest advocate when Sharon thinks it’s time for a Nursing Home. Unable to access services required to 
keep Ruby safe Sharon is faced with the ultimate dilemma to go against Ruby’s wishes or do what she thinks is best 
for her mother.

My hope is that Ruby’s Choice will help to start such a conversation about an issue of exceptional importance – 
dementia. I chose to direct this film because my grandmother had suffered from this disease. 

My family dealt with all the usual things people in these situations have to deal with. We went through denial. We 
tried to cover it up. We told lies to one another, and we went through this struggle of trying to decide when is it her 
decision, and when is it our decision, to take ownership of the situation, and that’s what ultimately led to her demise.”

As the director, I am determined to help families identify the signs that someone might be developing early onset of 
Dementia. While watching this film, I want the viewers to experience uncharted territory, tackling the complicated 
topic of Dementia. Ruby’s Choice - when shared broader - will start to shift the perception of what is possible for 
people with Dementia. Many of us have someone with Dementia in our family and will soon have to make some 
heartbreaking, tough decisions. “My hope in Directing/ Producing this film is that people will learn more about what 
they can do to make the process easier for their loved one and themselves.”

“We faced enormous challenges filming during the pandemic. The filming almost didn’t happen thanks to COVID, 
with the majority of film projects across the world being put on hold or abandoned altogether. I knew that this could 
not happen – not only would we be risking never seeing Ruby’s Story reach the screen, but people’s jobs and the 
future of the Australian film industry were on the line too. “It took significant additional planning, countless sleepless 
nights, meeting after meeting on resourcing and safety requirements working with NSW health department, but in 
the end, we were able to ensure filming was able to proceed with minimal risk, and I am incredibly proud of the team 
as we managed to rework all of the logistics and production requirements to get the movie filmed in Sydney over a 
period of two weeks during the pandemic in 2020. 

Working with Jane Seymour OBE was special because Jane, too, had been touched by Dementia and had a special 
relationship with the character Ruby. Working with cinematographer Steve Arnold ACS was especially fun because 
we first shot a feature film together in 2012, so this was like getting the old band back together, and our work clicked 
on this project.

I want our fellow ACCTA members to know that this film will always be special to me. Due to its philanthropic nature, 
with 50% of the profits going back to dementia research and the fact we donated a portion of the film’s budget to 
Lifeline before filming, stories have played an essential role in shaping our cultures throughout history, our views and 
our values. And I am proud to have told this story. We managed to achieve something so positive and powerful.”

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

116 minutes
Approx. Duration:

PG
Rating:

Michael Budd
Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Amazing People Pictures 

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
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FEATURE FILM

STREAMLINE

Levi Miller (Boy Lane)
Lead Actor:

Laura Gordon (Kym Lane)
Lead Actress:

Robert Morgan (Coach Clarke)
Jake Ryan (Dave Bush)
Sam Parsonson (Nick Bush)

Tasia Zalar (Patti Hill)
Supporting Actress:

Tyson Johnston
Director:

N/A
Screenwriter:

Mature audience. Sport lovers. 
Teenage fans of Levi Miller.

Target Demographic:

A prodigious 15 year - old swimmer self-destructs after his father is released from prison.

STREAMLINE is a deeply personal story for me. I was raised without a father in a family that was torn apart by his 
abandonment. From an early age I devoted my life to swimming, but no amount of achievement inside of the pool 
helped me feel happy outside of it. I held onto bitter feelings; anger, disappointment, confusion, abandonment - and 
the longer I held on the worse they became. I quit the sport young (15) and the structure and disciplines it provided 
me went away. I lost control of myself and self-sabotaged all the way through my mid-20s, because it was easier to 
spiral into chaos than it was to confront my own pain. After hitting my own personal rock bottom, I made a decision 
to reach out to my father and resolve whatever was going on inside of me. I didn’t want to live in pain anymore. For 
the first time in my life, me in my mid-20s, him in his late-60s, we began speaking regularly; and we became friends. 
I found catharsis in my forgiveness of him and after a while it put an end to my self-destructive behaviour. My 
brothers followed suit and we all healed together. 

My goal with the film is to express the relief that I found after letting go and confronting the darkest parts of myself. 
It’s a film about forgiveness. 

Benjamin “Boy” Lane is a gifted 15-year-old swimmer training for a position on the Australian Olympic Team. 
Athletically he lives a life of rigorous perfectionism. But personally his existence is lonely and hollow. Concealed in 
him is a coiled energy, something dark and horrible, gnashing, waiting to erupt... 

THE FILM OPENS on a former drug squad detective being released from prison. Boy’s estranged father, who, prior 
to his arrest, put his family through years of violent domestic abuse. When he shows up unannounced to a swim 
meet, it triggers Boy’s childhood trauma, causing him to suffer a public meltdown that shatters his confidence and 
derails his career. 

In the immediate aftermath, Boy quits swimming. He burns bridges with his coach and his mother and he moves in 
with his half-brothers -- who still struggle themselves with their abused past. Left to his own devices, without the 
disciplines of swimming, Boy nosedives into a pit of self- destruction, nearly to the point of no return. 

STREAMLINE is about Boy’s hard-fought path to get back in the pool. To do so, he must confront the darkest parts 
of himself and overcome the immense psychological obstacles which have controlled his life. He must do the very 
thing that terrifies him -- confront his father. 

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

85 minutes
Approx. Duration:

N/A
Rating:

Blake Northfield
Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Bronte Pictures / Umbrella Entertainment

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
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FEATURE FILM

SWEETHURT

Rav Ratnayake (Jacob)
Lead Actor:

N/A
Lead Actress:

Logan Webster (Drew) Sam Germain (Abby)
Supporting Actress:

Tom Danger
Director:

Tom Danger
Logan Webster

Screenwriter:

Primary demographic 13-35, all cultures, 
backgrounds/ethnicities, gender 
identities, and sexual orientations. 
Secondary demographic Over 35, all 
cultures, backgrounds/ethnicities, 
gender identities, and sexual 
orientations

Target Demographic:

Sweethurt is a young adult romantic comedy that explores two interwoven stories of love, friendship, and the 
paralyzing regret that keeps you up at night. A young man named Jacob embarks on a road-trip to the small, beach-
side town of Broken Bay with his two best friends and sociopath sister, for what promises to be a fun weekend of 
going through their newly-deceased grandfather’s stuff - but upon arrival, Jacob’s true motivations are revealed; his 
ex-girlfriend, Olivia, lives in the town, and Jacob wants one last shot at probably disappointing her again. Meanwhile, 
elsewhere in the same town, Skye has just had her heart broken, and the only one who can pick up the pieces is her 
best friend Carly - together, they go on a voyage through the night, having to deal with perverts, pirates, and worst 
of all - her parents. There is also a baby goat.

Hello, I’m Tom Danger. I enjoy long walks on the beach and writing about myself in press kits – and I’m all out of 
beaches.

Sweethurt is the end result of about 3 years of bone-crunching, mind-melting, haemorrhoid-inducing hard work, 
which depending on your opinion of the film, is either a massive achievement or a colossal waste of time. Financed 
entirely by myself and fellow writer/producer/hetero life-mate, Logan Webster, Sweethurt represents the collected 
efforts of a small but incredibly dedicated team of idiots who thought they were smart enough to make a movie by 
themselves. It was just crazy enough to work!

It also exemplifies an oft-forgotten category of cinema; the young adult comedy. This is a genre woefully unexplored 
in the annals of Australian film, and as a result, many young Australians have grown up without accurate and 
meaningful representation of their younger years reflected on the big screen, whilst other countries such as the US 
and UK produce numerous films on the subject matter every year. Growing up with the likes of American Pie and 
Mallrats, or The Inbetweeners – these gave young adults a place on the screen, and I always wondered where the 
Australian equivalents of these now-classics were, because I wasn’t seeing any, that’s for sure.

It’s not too much to ask, is it? For the teenagers and young adults of Australia to see the best years of their lives on 
the screen? I don’t think so. And so, comes Sweethurt – a painfully funny exploration of that time in our lives where 
every decision we make can affect the rest of our lives, and agonizing over whether those decisions will haunt us 
forever. And if they do, at least we’ll have our friends around to laugh about them.

Populated with a soundtrack featuring late 90’s legends like Third Eye Blind, modern juggernauts like The Struts, and 
others with an all-around feel-good pop-punk sensibility, Sweethurt aims to approach you in the club and ask you to 
dance. Go on, you’ll have fun.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

92 minutes
Approx. Duration:

M
Rating:

Tom Danger
Logan Webster

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Bendy Spoon Productions 

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE
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FEATURE FILM

THE DRY

Eric Bana (Falk)
Lead Actor:

Genvieve O’Reilly (Gretchen)
Lead Actress:

Joe Klocek (Young Falk)
Matt Nable (Grant Dow)
John Polson (Whitlam)

BeBe Bettencourt (Ellie)
Miranda Tapsell (Rita)
Julia Blake (Barb)

Supporting Actress:

Rob Connolly
Director:

Rob Connolly
Harry Cripps

Screenwriter:

The Dry is distinctly Australian, appealing 
to a wide mainstream audience with both 
old and young storylines/characters. It 
targets existing fans of Jane Harper’s 
novel as well as those who are influenced 
by her pedigree. The Dry also appeals to 
thriller genre fans who seek layered and 
complex stories.

Target Demographic:

Federal Agent Aaron Falk (ERIC BANA) returns to his home town after an absence of over twenty years to attend 
the funeral of his childhood friend, Luke (MARTIN DINGLE WALL), who allegedly killed his wife and child before 
taking his own life – a victim of the madness that has ravaged this community after more than a decade of drought. 
Kiewarra, like many small rural towns, is dying of thirst and neglect. The rolling green hills Aaron left behind when he 
moved to Melbourne are now a sickly, parched brown. The rushing river he and Luke used to swim in has vanished, 
leaving a monstrous scar across the land. At the Hadler funeral, the Kiewarra community comes together to grieve 
and try to make sense of the tragic circumstances. Falk notices many familiar faces, and one, at least, is pleased to 
see him: Gretchen (GENEVIEVE O’REILLY), Luke’s high school sweetheart, now a single mother and farmer. At the 
request of Luke’s devastated parents, Gerry (BRUCE SPENCE) and Barb Hadler (JULIA BLAKE), Falk reluctantly 

My first read of THE DRY took my breath away. Falk’s personal journey is such a profoundly universal one that stirred 
up vivid memories of my own childhood growing up in the Blue Mountains outside of Sydney. For all of us, the past is 
filled with choices that sent our lives spinning in unexpected directions, leaving us wondering if a better path might 
have been possible. Falk’s struggle to make peace with himself over this question is a powerful dramatic journey for 
the reader. As a film, THE DRY will take the audience on this universal exploration of the past via its hero, Falk, who 
has never been able to escape blame for a terrible unsolved crime that took place when he was a boy. He’s never 
found love, making a lonely urban life after being banished years ago from his hometown. At the beginning of our 
story, a shocking murder pulls Falk back to the world of his childhood, where he’s challenged to confront his past 
and make things right. Falk’s investigation lends a detective thriller momentum to the narrative, but every step of the 
way is clouded by memories of one summer when his teenage life was changed forever. These vivid memories of the 
past are searing in intensity, and heartbreaking in their ultimate revelations. Indeed, some of these memories have 
been too painful for Falk to scrutinise fully – until now. When the present-day crime prompts a forensic investigation 
of Falk’s past, his struggle to solve both crimes challenges him to examine the long buried wounds that may be 
clouding his judgment and pointing him in the wrong direction. The central themes and the dynamic between 
past and present spoke deeply to me as I read Jane Harper’s book, and Harry Cripps and I have worked together 
to translate them to the screen with maximum emotional impact. This story should stir a desire in the audience to 
investigate their own unresolved history, and the huge success of the book suggests that this emotional journey is 
one audiences are eager to embark on. I am increasingly drawn to stories that offer catharsis and hope, that bring 
a humanist exploration to a story driven by compelling jeopardy and drama. The optimism in THE DRY is delightful 
and invigorating - when the rain starts falling at the end of the film, we breathe a sigh of relief as Falk is finally able to 
move forward in his life, focused squarely on the future.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

112 minutes
Approx. Duration:

MA 15+
Rating:

Bruna Papandrea
Jodi Matterson
Steve Hutensky
Rob Connolly
Eric Bana

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENT

AVAILABLE ON

The Dry Film Production / Roadshow Films

Supporting Actor:

agrees to stay and investigate the crime alongside a young local cop, Sergeant Greg Raco (KEIR O’DONNELL), who 
is hoping to make his mark. Raco is struggling after discovering the bodies of Karen and Billy Hadler, causing great 
worry for his pregnant wife, Rita (MIRANDA TAPSELL). One of the few who welcome Falk’s arrival is school principal 
Scott Whitlam (JOHN POLSON), a fellow outsider in the tight-knit community, still new in town with his wife Sandra 
(RENEE LIM) and unaware of Falk’s mysterious past. Whitlam becomes an ally to Falk and Raco in their investigation 
as he helps the school community mourn the unprecedented tragedy. As Falk and Raco delve deeper into Luke’s 
life, Falk begins to open up an old wound: the mysterious death of another childhood friend, 17-year-old Ellie Deacon 
(BEBE BETTENCOURT). Memories from the past rush back: of one hot summer, over twenty years earlier, when 
four teenage friends – Aaron (JOE KLOCEK), Luke (SAM CORLETT), Gretchen (CLAUDE SCOTT-MITCHELL) and 
Ellie – enjoyed the freedom of young, country life. And Falk comes face-to-face with a past he thought he had long 
escaped. Falk begins to suspect these two crimes, separated by decades, are connected, and that a deeper sickness 
lurks beneath the scorching surface of this town. As Falk struggles to prove not only Luke’s innocence but also his 
own, he finds himself pitted against the prejudice towards him and pent-up rage of a terrified community, including 
Ellie’s family – father Mal Deacon (WILLIAM ZAPPA) and cousin Grant Dow (MATT NABLE) – who were convinced 
Aaron killed Ellie, and are furious at his return. No one in town is safe from suspicion, and all are harbouring dark 
secrets. Grant Dow is brought in for questioning, along with local farmer Jamie Sullivan (JAMES FRECHEVILLE), who 
was the last person to see Luke Hadler alive. As the drought worsens and the heat rises, Kiewarra is a tinder box 
ready to burst into flames at any moment.

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/the-dry/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

THE DUNES

Martin Copping (Nicholas Rice)
Lead Actor:

N/A
Lead Actress:

Tim Phillipps (William Night) N/A
Supporting Actress:

Martin Copping
Director:

Martin Copping
Screenwriter:

Young adults aged 18-45
Target Demographic:

Nicholas Rice, a renowned journalist for the Los Angeles Times, returns to his hometown of ‘The Dunes’ to investigate 
the disappearance of the tenant in his childhood home. Whilst there, a mysterious figure from his past re-emerges 
and threatens his entire existence.

I wrote The Dunes after losing my mother to alcoholism. It was made on a budget of 50K and I utilized all my 
recourses to bring it to completion over a five-year period. 

Substance abuse and the effects that it has on loved ones has been a major theme throughout my life. I’ve lost family 
and friends to substance abuse. As a result, it’s a topic that I’m extremely passionate about spreading awareness and 
shining a light on. My hope is that through education and creating an environment where some of the shame and 
stigma of talking about it is removed, all those that abuse touches can start to heal. 

This film is a cautionary tale about how the effects of one’s abuse can echo down through generations. We can suffer 
from the decisions and behaviours of our parents and friends, even when we personally don’t abuse. However, what 
unfortunately happens is when chaos and strife hit our lives and the only coping mechanism we know of are the toxic 
ones, the cycle continues and the likelihood of tragedy increases. 

I want to take audiences on a wild ride, not down the well-trodden path of an addict out of control, but one of a 
’survivor’ who has to navigate the wreckage left behind. Audiences will empathize with our protagonist since they 
also have had to pick up the pieces at some point during their lives. Hopefully, they will see that they’re not alone in 
that. For those who have lived with anger and regret at an addict and the world they left behind, they will see that 
perhaps they don’t know the full story and that revenge is a hollow pursuit.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

84 minutes
Approx. Duration:

MA 15+
Rating:

Martin Copping
Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

New Leaf Pictures

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE
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FEATURE FILM

THE FORT

Dean Bills (Tom)
Lead Actor:

Eliza Charley (Kitty)
Lead Actress:

Jess Kenneally (Graham) N/A
Supporting Actress:

Jess Kenneally
Carly Anne Kenneally

Director:
Jess Kenneally

Screenwriter:

Male and Female viewers in 
the 18 and above age bracket 
and those who interact with 
social justice movements

Target Demographic:

Where do you go... who do you turn to... when home is where the harm is? Set in 1990s regional Victoria, The Fort 
tells the story of one woman’s battle to escape her abusive marriage while attempting to shelter her son from the 
grim realities of family violence. Kitty is a stay-at-home mum married to Graham whose suppression of a traumatic 
childhood sees him choosing to repeat abusive patterns of behaviour he and his mother experienced from his own 
father. Becoming increasingly aware of the dangers of her situation, Kitty begins to fear the impact her volatile 
marriage is having on 10-year-old Tom, and the long-term effects her turbulent home life might have on her son. 
Kitty builds Tom a fort in his bedroom; a safe space where they can retreat when the hostilities they face at home 
become overwhelming. The Fort transports Tom and Kitty to a series of fantasy worlds, that give Kitty a taste of 
freedom, from the fear and control that dominates her home life, fortifying her to plan their escape. Kitty starts 
an abuse journal, where she documents the violence she suffers at Graham’s hands, while gradually amassing an 

The idea for our film was born out of the annual Safe Steps Family Violence Candlelight Vigil that I attended on 
May 3, 2017. We heard people with lived experience of family violence share their stories, and there was a roll call of 
lives lost to family violence over the preceding 12 months. The sheer number of people whose lives were touched by 
family violence in Australia struck a deep chord with me. It wasn’t only adults affected, there were young children 
memorialised as well. The Safe Steps vigil was real, raw and heartbreaking and I left Fed Square that night asking 
myself how we as filmmakers and storytellers could our voices to raise awareness of the brutal and unacceptable 
prevalence of family violence in this country. (J)

One of the things I’m most proud of is the way The Fort takes one family’s story and uses it to tackle the larger issue 
of family violence. We hope it prompts questions like: “what constitutes family violence,” and “why doesn’t Kitty 
just leave,” and “why can’t Graham see that he’s perpetuating his father’s behaviour”? In addressing some of those 
questions, we hope The Fort speaks to the complex and nuanced issue of family violence. (C)

There’s a scene in the movie where Kitty snuffs out a candle she’s lit in memory of her parents. In real life on set, the 
candle appeared to have gone out, then seconds later the wick burst into flame again. I’ve never seen a candle do 
that before and it became a really beautiful metaphor for Kitty’s story. Her flame is constantly flickering in and out. 
She’s getting beaten down and rising back up, and she’s using this candle as a way of firing her spirit. That candle 
is also a metaphor for the wider cultural issues we are facing in Australia today. The constant battle being waged 
for equality and respect, and against patriarchal masculinity and misogyny. No matter how hard it seems or how 
defeated we feel, we have to be like that flame and just keep coming back and trying to change things. (C)

On set we all felt a tremendous responsibility to tell Kitty, Tom andGraham’s story authentically, and to ensure the 
wellbeing of our cast and crew; a confronting number of whom had their own experiences of family violence or 
saw echoes of our story in the lives of their family and friends. Already our small independent film was having a big 
impact on the people touched by it, sparking recognition, starting conversations and instigating activism. The Fort 
is both a memorial to the lives lost to, and impacted by, family violence each year in Australia. It’s a call to action for 
Australians to find their voices and start to speak up against the cultural attitudes that see disrespectful behaviour, 
discrimination, misogyny, and patriarchal masculinity that are all too often shrugged off with little or no challenge. (J)

Jess Kenneally (J) - Co-Director | Carly Anne (C) - Co-Director

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

72 minutes
Approx. Duration:

N/A
Rating:

Jess Kenneally
Carly Anne Kenneally
Shaynna Blaze
Leanne Tonkes

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENT

AVAILABLE ON

QSB Productions / Mind Blowing Films

Supporting Actor:

escape fund taken from Graham’s wallet. Following a particularly nasty encounter, Kitty musters the resilience to kick 
Graham out of the family home. Mother and son begin to find their feet, re-establishing their relationship with Kitty’s 
sister Mary. But, when reality overtakes fantasy, they quickly discover that the make-believe world that has provided 
them sanctuary, can’t protect them forever. What does a mother do when she doesn’t want her son to become his 
father? The Fort explores the cycle of family violence through generations, and examines the mental, physical and 
emotional impacts born of abusive relationships, addressing wide-ranging themes including financial abuse, coercive 
control, patriarchal masculinity, coping mechanisms, survival tactics and shame.

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/the-fort/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

THE FURNACE

Ahmed Malek (Hanif)
David Wenham (Mal)

Lead Actor:
N/A

Lead Actress:

Jay Ryan (Sergeant Shaw)
Baykali Ganambarr (Woorak)
Trevor Jamieson (Coobering)
Erik Thomson (Corporal Briggs)

N/A
Supporting Actress:

Roderick MacKay
Director:

Roderick MacKay
Screenwriter:

THE FURNACE aimed to reach a broad 
audience, with a skew towards an 
upscale demographic. Uniquely, the film 
offers a voice for some of Australia’s 
underrepresented communities from our 
history (Islamic, Sikh, Hindu) and as result, 
it attracted a diverse range of viewers.

Target Demographic:

1897 Western Australia. To escape a harsh existence and return home, a young Afghan cameleer partners with a 
mysterious bushman on the run with two 400oz Crown-marked gold bars. Together the unlikely pair must outwit 
a zealous police sergeant and his troopers in a race to reach a secret furnace - the one place where they can 
safely reset the bars to remove the mark of the Crown. The Furnace is an unlikely hero’s tale, navigating greed 
and the search for identity in a new land. The film illuminates the forgotten history of Australia’s ‘Ghan’ cameleers, 
predominantly Muslim and Sikh men from India, Afghanistan and Persia, who opened up the Nation’s desert interior, 
thereby forming unique bonds with local Aboriginal people

As a son of migrant cultural academics, I am fascinated by Australia’s formational history and believe film provides a 
powerful means to reflect on, and even recalibrate, long held notions of national identity.

 In 2014, I stumbled upon the most unlikely of images: Afghan, Indian and Persian men in traditional garb, standing 
alongside a train of camels in Western Australia’s outback. It was staggering to learn that The Crown imported these 
Islamic, Sikh and Hindu cameleers to Australia in the thousands from the 1860s. For me, this was revelatory – like a 
painter discovering new colours to depict the otherwise tired colonial outback setting. I dove into researching who 
these mysterious men were and why they were here. I learned that the ‘Ghans’, as they were labelled, played a crucial 
role in the formation of the nation, providing the main source of exploration and freight transport between colonies 
and inland settlements that sprung up around gold discoveries. Yet, they experienced much prejudice and were often 
coerced into indentured labour.

I was astonished to reflect on how Australians don’t know of this important history and, given its inherently cinematic 
qualities, how it hadn’t yet found its way to the big screen.

As my research continued, so did the discoveries. Most notably, that the cameleers developed bonds with Aboriginal 
Australians – the oldest continuing culture on earth. They drew on Aboriginal knowledge to navigate the desert and 
their freight routes often followed ‘song lines’. As evidence of this kinship, cameleer descendants still exist among 
desert Aboriginal communities today.

Informed through extensive research, THE FURNACE is a fictional drama that coalesces this little-known history into 
a compelling story for an audience today. Given this era coincides with a semi-lawless gold rush frontier, the decision 
to draw on certain tropes from the ‘Western’ genre felt like an obvious fit, to give the story an accessible, involving 
structure.

Hanif’s story is one of a Muslim migrant worker at the fringe of a racially charged colonial society, whose life is 
upended by a tragic and cold-blooded event. The internal journey Hanif must go through in order to push past his 
trauma and anger, reflected within his complex relationship with Mal – a mysterious white bushman on the run from 
himself – is at the very heart of THE FURNACE. Through Hanif and Mal’s story, the film explores themes of faith, rite 
of passage, greed, madness, owning the past, as well as one’s quest to find home and family.

THE FURNACE is a new turn-of-the-century frontier mythology, weaving peoples of different cultural and religious 
backgrounds into the historic tapestry of Australia’s outback. It is my hope that this film enacts a more inclusive 
sense of Australian identity.

Australia is a country that, to my mind, has only recently begun to willingly peer back into its past, warts and all, 
to better understand how it has arrived at the present. This is essential to walk with clarity and confidence, as one 
people, towards a better future.

 

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

116 minutes
Approx. Duration:

N/A
Rating:

Timothy White
Tenille Kennedy

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Southern Light Films & The Koop / Umbrella Entertainment

Supporting Actor:

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
https://tv.aacta.org/film/the-furnace/
https://tv.aacta.org/film/beyond-the-wasteland/
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FEATURE FILM

THE GREENHOUSE

N/A
Lead Actor:

Jane Watt (Beth)
Lead Actress:

N/A N/A
Supporting Actress:

Thomas Wilson-White
Director:

Thomas Wilson-White
Screenwriter:

PRIMARY: female audiences aged 25 
to 34, especially those that are queer. 
SECONDARY: older members of the queer 
community who have a family or aspire 
to have a family. TERTIARY: fans of YA, 
Fantasy, Magical Realism Literature.

Target Demographic:

It’s been years since the death of one of her mothers, but Beth still languishes at her family home with her 
surviving mother Ruth. Her three siblings, on the other hand, have moved on and moved away. On the eve of 
Ruth’s sixtieth birthday after a vivid dream, a vision entices Beth out onto the property, where she discovers a 
greenhouse that sends her into the past; where her mother Lillian is alive and a younger Beth is trying to deal with 
her own burgeoning sexuality. As her siblings and a past love return home, tempers flare and Beth’s retreats to 
the greenhouse are discovered. But as the fractured family begins searching for what they’ve lost, an unexpected 
decision will change not just their past, but also their future.

I started with the intention to make an ambitious micro-budget film about a hidden world of memory, where 
sexuality and the LGBTQIA+ experience was baked into the fabric of the story. During the incubation of the 
screenplay, I faced a reckoning of a much deeper truth within me; a fear of change, a yearning for the past, for the 
time before my Mum was diagnosed with an illness that would eventually take her life. 

For me, grief was sadness and melancholy, heartbreak, and pain. But it was also a fury I’d never experienced before; 
at the injustice of losing the person I loved the most. Of her not being here on this wretched rock, of the absence 
of her smile, of her kindness. I wanted to use magic realism and symbolism to explore these emotions and so The 
Greenhouse was born. A simulation of your past, a haven, and ultimately a choice; to stay in the past, or to move on.  

I wanted to make a queer film unlike any I had seen before. Something that felt familiar. Something that challenged 
an audience’s idea of queer cinema. 

We don’t often see queer protagonists in genre film and if we do their complexities and authenticity suffer. To 
be perfectly frank, I’d never seen any queer characters who resembled my family or I; even worse, I struggled to 
find anyone in Australia who could help me compose original queer characters and storylines without falling into 
destructive stereotype or cliche. It’s a conversation I will continue in my work, but I am proud of what we achieved in 
The Greenhouse and the response has been immensely validating, relieving even. 

It is incredibly hard to summarise what The Greenhouse represents to me. Instead, I will recount the experience of 
this films intended recipient, the queer audience. In particular, a young queer woman sitting in a test screening, in the 
dark, audibly sobbing and wiping tears away. Later, thanking me for what we had created. To see herself centred on 
screen was what she had needed to see her entire life. And that’s why I keep doing it.

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

90 minutes
Approx. Duration:

N/A
Rating:

Lizzie Cater
Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Everyone We Know / Pivot Pictures

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE

https://www.research.net/r/6M3Z67Q
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FEATURE FILM

THE LAST SPARK

Andy Bramble (Glen)
Lead Actor:

N/A
Lead Actress:

N/A N/A
Supporting Actress:

Nicholas Harvey
Curtis Lambert
Dell Beckman
Hannah Elle

Director:
Nicholas Harvey

Screenwriter:

Our demographic is people 
aged 30+ who enjoy 
psychological horror and 
noir thrillers.

Target Demographic:

The Last Spark depicts a world devastated by a virus that physically and mentally mutates people into their greatest 
fears. Decades after the outbreak and trapped in a single room, Glen, an aged researcher plays mind games with 
his captor Peter, an interrogator for a sinister cult. Glen is forced to recount stories from his research: a police 
call operator dealing with the first day of the outbreak, an insane personal trainer keeping captives for his own 
entertainment, an attack at a nightclub and a home invasion that is very personal to Glen himself. As time goes by, 
Glen fights against his own fears, but soon begins to let his sanity slip, bringing into reality his greatest nightmares.

To begin, I want to say thank you for watching The Last Spark. Even if you haven’t watched it yet, thank you in 
advance. It was an honour and a privilege to write the film and direct a majority of it. It was an equal honour to work 
with such a dedicated crew in a region we all know and love. It was a challenge and a half to make this film, and 
that’s putting it lightly.

The Last Spark’s story is a twisty one, to say the least. The original concept for the film and world it inhabits was 
conceived in 2017. The goal was first and foremost to create an eight episode web series where each episode would 
have an entirely different crew and cast, each exploring a new part of the universe while also showcasing the talent 
prevalent in Far North Queensland. This first creative team was made up primarily of Curtis Lambert, the creator of 
the world, and Hannah Elle, his business partner and fellow producer. At the time, they wanted to make a product 
that was pure entertainment and was reminiscent of schlocky b-movies that were unabashedly violent, filled with 
cussing and spotlighting monstrous mutations. Out of the eight planned films, five were finished by the end of 2018. 
This was then stitched into a thirty minute proof-of-concept short film that ran for thirty minutes. Even though this 
version of the film was never released publicly, Curtis and Hannah had been hard at work sending it to potential 
investors and distributors, one of whom showed interest. Suddenly, new life was breathed into the project, as the duo 
decided that if their short film version was already getting interest and wasn’t even done, that they might as well 
morph it into a full length feature film. However, the original Director of Photography had left the region, Curtis and 
Hannah needed to find a replacement. They put out a call online and soon met Gabriel Devereux, a seventeen-year-
old kid from England that happened to be staying in the region for a few months. After meeting him in person, they 
knew he would be perfect for the project. With a reinvigorated team, they decided that in order to make The Last 
Spark the best it could be, they needed to start at square one. Thus, the goal changed from fun b-movie to slow burn 
horror. Their hope was that this new direction would be a more rewarding experience on set for the crew and allow 
the cast a grander portrayal on the big screen.

The second version was then started, with myself as a gaffer at the time. The new films had been rewritten and 
reduced from eight to six, one of which would act as an overarching story. During this process, Curtis and Hannah 
pulled off a herculean feat by overcoming the challenges presented by  the then-recent pandemic and began 
production. After two of the films had been shot, Gabriel was introduced into a producing role. Soon after, he 
managed to convince myself to write and direct the interlinking film, soon integrating into the head team as writer of 
the whole film, director and a creative producer. Together, we moulded The Last Spark into the slow burn noir horror 
film it is today. Though the story changed drastically from concept to script to production to post, we’re certain that 
the film displays the best independently produced film in Far North Queensland. We hope The Last Spark can show, 
despite living in a rural area with no official film industry, that passion, tenacity and a love for the craft can overcome 
all obstacles, and that anyone can achieve what they have.

I think I speak on behalf of the whole crew but thank you for watching the film. 

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

84 minutes
Approx. Duration:

M
Rating:

Curtis Lambert
Hannah Elle

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Technicolor Horizon 

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE
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FEATURE FILM

UNDER MY SKIN

N/A
Lead Actor:

Liv Hewson (Denny)
Lead Actress:

Alex Russell (Ryan) N/A
Supporting Actress:

David O’Donnell
Director:

David O’Donnell
Screenwriter:

15-35 all genders. Indie that 
can crossover for commercial 
audiences. Anyone relatively 
liberal minded. LGBTQi+

Target Demographic:

Denny (they/them), a free spirited artist falls for Ryan, a strait-laced lawyer. Young love ensues, but when Denny 
begins to explore gender, Ryan’s ingrained values are challenged. As Denny finds they can no longer ignore their 
true self, pressures and tensions mount and the couple seek to negotiate the shifting sands. Denny is played by four 
different actors, exploring four chapters in their story.

Under My Skin is a romance of our time. Cultural values and the concept of what love can be have evolved with my 
generation, and a hunger exists for stories that reflect that evolution.

Under My Skin comes at a time when amplifying voices of gender non-conforming experience and interrogating 
masculinity is crucial. This story offers a glimpse into the lives of two human beings struggling with a disconnect 
between the socially accepted versions of themselves, and the truth of what lies under the skin.

With input from a talented team including producer Raynen O’Keefe (who played a major role in inspiring and 
developing the story) and a talented cast, we have created a story that challenges conventions while remaining 
sensitive to the humanity and hopes of these characters.

Raynen adds “At this point in history, the casting of trans, gender-diverse and non-binary characters with people 
of lived experience, is not only a social responsibility of film-making, but is also a moral imperative in the task of 
uplifting trans and gender-diverse stories, voices, and representation.” 

Raynen considers much of the strength of this film to be in the efforts that were made towards clarifying, supporting, 
and re-centering trans voices and experience - where possible - from within this narrative. 

“When we move towards greater trans and gender-diverse authorship, we move towards authenticity, belonging, and 
a valuing of the differences, similarities and intricacies that make up trans experiences. The ensemble cast structure 
for Denny was a step in this direction, one that intuits a vast and often under-appreciated resource - that is the 
knowledge, expertise, and wisdom that is inseparable from lived experience.” 

“Much can be said for the communities and individuals from which these stories arise, and have always arisen. When 
we consider the theoretical, social and embodied manifestations of what it takes to navigate such experiences within 
the world and current climate, we begin to acknowledge the great erasure, and over-sighting of what it means to 
bring such presence, grace and fearlessness into the living, loving and continuing knowing of each another, and also 
ourselves. ” 

Given we were making a film with a gender non-conforming lead, it felt like a natural choice to utilise a non-
conforming narrative structure that would challenge an audience to question conventional approaches.

Raynen adds “The ensemble of actors playing Denny feels very intuitive to me and my understandings. These change 
points of actors are entirely redirections of internal compass for Denny. Simultaneously, the ensemble cast brings a 
multitude of perspectives to the experience of being non-binary.”  

NOTES**

Your Rating:

Your Comments:

97 minutes
Approx. Duration:

M
Rating:

David O’Donnell
Raynen O’Keefe
Alex Russell
Rob Gibson

Producer:

CANDIDATES*

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR STATEMENTAVAILABLE ON

Five Lip Films / Stan

Supporting Actor:

BEST INDIE FILM CANDIDATE
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